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Abstract: Studies in biological vision have always been a great source of inspiration for
design of computer vision algorithms. In the past, several successful methods were designed with
varying degrees of correspondence with biological vision studies, ranging from purely functional
inspiration to methods that utilize models that were primarily developed for explaining biological
observations. Even though it seems well recognized that computational models of visual cortex
can help in design of computer vision algorithms, it is a non-trivial exercise for a computer vision
researcher to mine relevant information from biological literature as very few studies in biology are
organized at a task level. This has lead to a widening gap between biological vision and computer
vision research. In this paper we aim to bridge this gap by provide insights and methodology to
envision a new departure in this area. Not only we revisit some of the main features of biological
vision and discuss the foundations of existing computational studies modeling biological vision, but
also we revisit three classical computer vision tasks from a biological perspective: image sensing,
segmentation and optical flow. Using this task-centric approach, we discuss well-known biological
functional principles and compare them with approaches taken by computer vision. Based on this
comparative analysis of computer and biological vision, we will present some recent promising
approaches in modelling biological vision and we highlight a few novel ideas that we think are
promising for future investigations in computer vision. To this extent, this papers provides new
insights for the design of biology-based computer vision algorithms and pave a way for much needed
interaction between the two communities.

Key-words: Bio-inspired vision, sensing, segmentation, optical flow, retina, dorsal stream,
ventral stream
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Vision Bio-Inspirée: Poser les Bases pour un Nouveau
Départ

Résumé : L’étude de la vision biologique a toujours été une grande source d’inspiration
pour la conception d’algorithmes de vision par ordinateur. Dans le passé, plusieurs méthodes
ont été conçues avec succès, avec des degrés variables de correspondance avec les études de la
vision biologique, allant de l’inspiration purement fonctionnelle à des procédés qui utilisent des
modèles développés principalement pour comprendre les observations biologiques. Même s’il
semble bien reconnu que les modèles inspirés du cortex visuel peuvent aider dans la conception
d’algorithmes de vision par ordinateur, un exercice non trivial pour un chercheur en vision par
ordinateur est de savoir extraire les informations pertinentes de la littérature biologique qui ne
s’intéresse que très rarement à la résolution de tâche. Ceci a conduit à un élargissement du
fossé entre les recherches menées en vision biologique et en vision par ordinateur. Dans cet
article, nous visons à combler cette lacune en procédant à une présentation de la littérature
récente en vision biologique orientée vers la résolution de tâches et en fournissant les pointeurs
sur des découvertes récentes décrivant les processus sous-jacents. Non seulement nous revisitons
certaines des principales caractéristiques de la vision biologique et discutons du fondements
des études computationelles modélisant la vision biologique, mais aussi nous revisitons trois
tâches classiques en vision par ordinateur avec un point de vue biologique: l’acquisition d’image,
la segmentation et le flot optique. En utilisant cette approche orientée vers la résolution des
tâches, nous discutons des principes fonctionnels biologiques connus pour les comparer avec
les approches proposées en vision par ordinateur. Sur la base de cette analyse comparative
entre vision biologique et artificielle, nous présentons des approches prometteuses récentes en
modélisation de la vision biologique et nous soulignons des idées nouvelles qui nous paraissent
prometteuses pour les recherches futures en vision par ordinateur. En ce sens, ce papier offre
de nouvelles perspectives pour la conception d’algorithmes de vision inspirés de la biologie et il
ouvre une voie à une interaction indispensable entre les modélisateurs des deux communautés.

Mots-clés : Vision bio-inspirée, acquisition, segmentation, flot optique, retina, voie dorsale,
voir ventrale
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1 Introduction

Biological vision systems are remarkable at ex-
tracting and analysing information essential
for major functional needs such as spotting
food [78], evading predators [157], identifying
mates [146] and navigating through complex
environments [215]. Given the functional im-
portance of vision in a vast majority of animals,
it is fascinating to watch these complex biolog-
ical systems to solve to extract a huge amount
of semantic information (e.g., scene category,
presence absence or location of an object) from
only a glimpse at very brief presentations of the
visual scene (20ms–150ms) while an increasing
amount of details will be then gathered as the
time of presentation increases [305, 173, 155,
89]. However, the ease and speed at which hu-
mans, for instance capture these behavioural-
relevant information from a cluttered, dynam-
ical natural scene might have deceptively hid-
den the complexity of the underlying versatile
biological vision systems. Such computational
complexity is certainly much better acknowl-
edged when we consider that, in primates, vi-
sual cortices fill up about half of the neocortex
[90] and that, for instance, the macaque area V1
is made of nearly 1.5 billions of neurons. The
fact that such a dense network of about 30 cor-
tical areas is fed by barely one million geniculo-
cortical axons representing only five percent of
the synapses in the primary visual cortex fur-
ther give a hint on the complexity of the bio-
logical machinery!

It is also remarkable that biological visual
systems perform these tasks with both high
sensitivity and strong reliability given the fact
that their inputs are highly noisy, variable
and ambiguous. Biological systems can effi-
ciently and quickly solve many difficult com-
putational problems that are still challeng-
ing for artificial systems such as the aperture
and correspondence problems, image segmen-
tation/integration, 3D reconstruction or the in-
terpretation of complex biological objects or
movements. All these aspects have been in-
tensively investigated in human psychophysics
(compare for instance [215] [223], two ma-
jors reviews on visual motion separated by 25
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4 Medathati, Neumann, Masson and Kornprobst.

years) and the neuronal underpinnings of vi-
sual performance have been scrutinised over a
wide range of temporal and spatial scales, from
single cell to large cortical networks (see [54]
for an encyclopedic review) so that visual sys-
tems are certainly the best-known of all neural
systems.

Pioneers in computer vision dreamt of build-
ing machines that could match and perhaps
outperform biological vision [220]. Indeed, sev-
eral computer vision algorithms have demon-
strated very high performance levels, in par-
ticular for object or face recognition [65].
Recently, deep learning approaches have been
proved to bring these performances to an un-
precedented level [130] and have attracted at-
tention, and interest from far outside the re-
search community as potential applications are
tremendous (e.g. see [26]).Given these suc-
cesses, one might ask whether computer vision,
and more generally machine learning still needs
anything from neuroscience. There are sev-
eral reasons to temper this enthousiasm (see
[311, 65]. First, the gap between humans and
machines is still great, in particular when one
consider the limits of the machine learning al-
gorithms such as the size of the dataset, the
close-set problems or the nature of representa-
tions. Second, the hallmark of human vision is
its generality. Therefore, one shall not directly
compare uni and ”multitaskers” vision systems.
Third, biological vision systems deal easily with
dynamical inputs while computer vision sys-
tems have still difficulties to recover informa-
tion from movies. Fourth, biological processes
appear to be tunable dynamically while com-
puter solutions are most often fixed and static.
Fifth, biological vision systems do not work in
isolation but rather are integrated in larger net-
works concerned with different tasks from the
behavioural repertoire. There are constantly
interacting with memory, attention or decision
systems. All these aspects highlight the fact
that computer vision would still need, and may
be more than ever, to maitain strong links with
visual and computational neurosciences.

It would seem natural to expect that the two
fields of biological and computer vision would
interact continuously since they target the same

goals at task level: extracting and represent-
ing meaningful visual information. However,
historically the strength of these interactions
has continuously declined since the pioneering
work of David Marr [192] who attempted to
bring together the fields of neurobiology, visual
psychophysics and computer vision. The unify-
ing idea presented in his influential book enti-
tled Vision was to articulate these fields around
computational problems faced by both biolog-
ical and artificial systems rather than on their
implementation. This problem-based approach
has inspired a decade of experimental and com-
putational studies on, for a few instances, vi-
sual motion (e.g., [129, 38, 199]), object recog-
nition (e.g., [261, 76] or biological motion (e.g.
[102]). However, and despite these efforts, the
two fields drifted apart. We believe that such
disunion can be attributed to three main fac-
tors. The first factor is that, for decades, only
a limited range of tools were available to un-
derstand how the brain process visual informa-
tion. To give a short historical perspective, one
can cite two hallmarks on the development of
visual neurosciences. In 1967, Granit and Hart-
line shared the Nobel prize for the first electri-
cal recording of light responses from individual
ganglion cells of the vertebrate retina. This was
the foundation of the receptive field doctrine:
how a single cell can extract and represent vi-
sual information from the light pattern falling
in a particular retinal location. Moreover, the
theoretical understanding of the receptive field
concept was largely borrowed from computer
vision [274, 156] so that biological vision lost
his role in inspiring algorithmic solution to engi-
neers. In 1981, Hubel and Wiesel were awarded
with the Nobel prize for their work establishing
how these neurones specifically encode low-level
visual attributes such as orientation, direction
or binocular disparity and how they form func-
tional sub-populations paving the different di-
mensions of visual information. Characteris-
ing cells as independent processors now seems
to be an heroic effort to quantify input-output
transfer functions and this approach deems to
fail as we move along the cortical hierarchies.
Several pitfalls have been identified since then,
as illustrated by highly disputed debates such

Inria
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as the use of natural versus synthetic images
or the respective role of feedforward, feedback
and intra-cortical connectivities (e.g., [88, 50].
The second explanation comes from the lim-
ited computational power which did not allow
complex simulations to model and simulate bio-
inspired systems with the desired speed and
accuracy. A large class of models were de-
signed with arbitrary rules that were neither
inspired by biological data nor biologically real-
istic. The dynamical relationships between net-
work architectures, population activity and be-
havioural performance was largely overlooked,
due to several limits in computational power as
well as in the availability of relevant biological
data. Moreover, many models of visual per-
ception shared a common theoretical ground
(e.g. the divisive normalisation) but each one
is designed to tackle only a sub-set of problems,
leading to the "one problem-one model" frag-
mentation of both fields. On the other hand,
current attempts to build detailed models of bi-
ological mechanisms face the tantalising prob-
lem of the huge heterogeneity of biological data
collection so that the search for common prin-
ciples was largely lost despite the attempts to
propose canonical circuits of cortical processing
( [79]) and large-scale architectures [90].

The third reason can be explained by the
market needs for task level solutions fuelled by
automation of various industrial activities that
must deal with an ever increasing amount of
image content. This has led to fragmented so-
lutions addressing a variety of problems and to
practices such as sharing code [39, 324, 56] and
consistent benchmarking of algorithms using
publicly available task specific datasets [194, 9,
87, 338, 164, 174, 14, 253].

The field of computer vision has overcome
many other challenges to meet the needs of vari-
ety of applications and fostered entirely new sci-
entific and technological areas such as content-
based image and video retrieval, object recogni-
tion and data mining, computer graphics, and
medical image analysis [342]. However, in spite
of the extraordinary advancements made over
the last two decades, there remain many open
challenges in computer vision and for many
tasks automatic vision systems are still far from

human performance. Only to mention, robust-
ness and system level integration of various al-
gorithms still remains a major issue [342] and
the original, ambitious goal of building ma-
chines that could outperform human vision has
not been reached outside of some very specific
tasks such as face recognition.

In the context of building robust systems,
biological vision could serve again as a rich
source for designing principles [241, 96, 311, 65].
There are several reasons for this new wave.
First, multiple scales functional analysis and
connectomics have been exploding in brain sci-
ences, and visual systems are upfront on this
move [81]. Nowadays, it has become possible
to identify selective neuronal populations and
dissect out their circuitry at synaptic level by
combining functional imaging and serial elec-
tron microscopy. Interestingly, the first series
of studies have focused on visual circuits, at
retinal [125] and cortical [31] levels. At a wider
scale, a quantitative description of the connec-
tivity patterns between cortical areas is now
becoming available and, again the study of vi-
sual cortical networks is pioneering [190]. As
a consequence, detailed small and large scales
models of visual processing are now becoming
available (e.g., [144, 248]. More discoveries lie
ahead with the recent announcements of the
BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing In-
novative Neurotechnologies) and HBP (Human
Brain Project) projects. Second, the progress
achieved in computer architectures make it now
possible to simulate large-scale models, some-
thing that was not even possible to dream of
a few years ago. For example, the advent of
multi-core architectures [82], parallel comput-
ing on clusters [244], GPU computing [17, 243]
and availability of neuromorphic hardware [302]
promises to facilitates the exploration of truly
bio-inspired systems. Here again, visual tasks
are once again upfront (e.g., [206]). Last, and
not the least, the theoretical difficulties encoun-
tered by each field call for a new, interdis-
ciplinary approach for understanding how we
process, represent and use visual information.
For instance, it is still unclear how the dense
network of cortical areas analyse the structure
of the external world and part of the problem
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may come from using a bad range of framing
questions about what high-level vision is for
[66]. In short, we can’t see the forest (represent-
ing the external world) for the trees (e.g.,face
and object recognition).

The general purpose of this review article is
to show how novel approaches could be devel-
oped from biological insights. It is our con-
viction that the current knowledge about bio-
logical vision, new simulation technologies and
identification of some ill-posed problems have
reached a point to envision a new departure for
a truly interdisciplinary range of approaches.
Here we have three main objectives. The first
one is to give to the computer vision commu-
nity a comprehensive view of the major proper-
ties of biological vision that one should share.
This modern view goes much beyond the clas-
sical view of the brain as a hierarchical feed-
forward system [163]. We will highlight an
essential set of recent experimental and review
articles that understand the primate visual sys-
tem as a dynamical network where feedforward
but also feedback and intra-cortical inputs all
play a role. Our second goal is to re-appraise
the task-oriented approach which is the natu-
ral way of thinking in both computer and bio-
logical vision community, by isolating key com-
putational elements and architectures together.
The third objective is then to discuss how these
tasks could be solved not only at conceptual
level but also at computational level, showing
how neural computations can be modelled thus
allowing to provide new testable ideas to the
computer vision community. To do so, we will
focus on three key tasks for both biological and
artificial systems: sensing the optic array, seg-
menting figures from ground and estimating the
optical flow.

This article is composed as follows. In Sec. 2,
we revisit the classical view of the brain as a hi-
erarchical feedforward system, pointing out its
limitations. In Sec. 3, we discuss the frame-
works used to study biological vision from a
computational perspective and we emphasize
the importance of putting always the task as
the main motivation to look into biology. In
Sec. 4, In order to relate studies in biolog-
ical vision to computer vision, we focus on

three tasks: sensing, segmentation and mo-
tion. These three tasks have been selected for
their variability in the nature of the computa-
tional challenges and the involvement of differ-
ent cortical processing streams. For each task,
we will start by highlighting some of the key
mechanisms that have been identified in bio-
logical vision. We will give a structural view of
these mechanisms, relate these structural prin-
ciples to prototypical models from both biolog-
ical and computer vision and, finally we will
detail potential insights and perspectives for
rooting new approaches on the strength of both
fields. Finally, in Sec. 5, based on the exemple
tasks reviewed throughout this paper, we will
discuss some possibilities for the future of bio-
inspired vision as a re-emerging discipline.

2 Deep cortical hierarchies?

2.1 A classical view of biological
vision: hierarchical and feed-
foward

The classical view of biological vision process-
ing which is conveyed to the computer vision
community by visual neurosciences is that of an
ensemble of deep cortical hierarchies. Interest-
ingly, this idea was proposed in computer vision
by David Marr [192] even before the anatomi-
cal hierarchy was detailed in different species.
Nowadays, there is a general agreement about
this hierarchical organisation and its division
into parallel streams, as supported by a large
body of anatomical and physiological evidences
(for reviews, see [90, 319, 321, 322]).

The parallel streams of hierarchically organ-
ised cortical areas in human and non-human
primates are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). In
this canonical representation, information flows
from the retina to the primary visual cortex
(area V1) through two parallel retino-geniculo-
cortical pathways [182]. The magnocellular
(M) pathway conveys coarse, luminance-based
spatial inputs with a strong temporal sensi-
tivity towards Layer 4Cα of area V1 where a
characteristic population of cells, called stel-
late neurones, immediately transmit the infor-

Inria
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mation to higher cortical areas. A slower, par-
vocellular (P) pathway conveys retino-thalamo-
cortical inputs with high spatial resolution
but low temporal sensitivity, entering area V1
through the layer 4Cβ. Such color-sensitive in-
put flows more slowly within the different lay-
ers of V1 and then to cortical area V2 and a
network of cortical areas involved in form pro-
cessing (see [182, 74]).

Such dichotomy in the retino-thalamo-
cortical processing pathway resonated with
neuropsychological studies investigating the ef-
fects of parietal and temporal cortex lesions
[320], leading to the popular, but schematic,
two visual systems theory [320, 107, 319, 208].
As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), visual information
processing is split between a dorsal and a ven-
tral stream. The dorsal stream is specialized in
motion perception and the analysis of the spa-
tial structure of the visual scene and involved
a occipito-parietal network including areas in
the median and median temporal sulcus (areas
MT and MST), the intra-parietal sulcus (VIP,
LIP) and the posterior part of the parietal cor-
tex. The ventral stream on the other hand is
specialized in form perception, including object
and face recognition, and relies on a temporal-
occipital network of areas (areas TEO, AIT and
TE in particular).

This hierarchical view was reinforced by the
linear systems approach to understand visual
processing (see [84, 135] for an historical per-
spective). As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), neurones
in the primary visual system have small recep-
tive fields paving a high resolution retinotopic
map. The spatiotemporal structure of the re-
ceptive field corresponds to a processing unit
that can locally filter a given property of the
image. In V1, low-level features such as orienta-
tion, direction, color or disparity are encoded in
different sub-populations forming a sparse and
overcomplete representation of local feature di-
mensions [50]. These representations feed sev-
eral, parallel cascades of converging influences
so that, as one moves along the hierarchy, the
receptive fields become larger and larger and
encode for features of increasing complexities
and conjunctions thereof(see [74, 268] for re-
views). Causal relationships between neuronal

selectivities and local motion or optic flow per-
ception have been demonstrated at these dif-
ferent stages, from low (MT) to high (pari-
etal cortex) stages along the hierarchy. For in-
stance, along the motion pathway, V1 neurones
are weakly direction-selective but converge onto
MT cells where direction and speed are en-
coded in a form-independent manner. These
cells project to MST neurones where receptive
fields cover a large portion of the visual field
and encode basic optic flow patterns such as ro-
tation, translation or expansion. More complex
flow fields can be decoded by parietal neurons
when integrating these informations and be in-
tegrated with extra-retinal signals about eye
movements or self-motion [38, 230]. The same
logic flows along the form pathway, where V1
neurones encode the orientation of local edges.
Through a cascade of convergence, units with
receptive fields sensitive to more and more com-
plex geometrical features are generated so that
IT neurones are able to encode objects or face
in a viewpoint invariant manner (see Fig. 1).

Global motion, as well as object or face
recognition are prototypical examples where
the canonical view of hierarchical, feed-forward
processing nearly perfectly mixes anatomical,
physiological and perceptual data. This syn-
ergy has resulted in realistic, computational
models of receptive fields where converging out-
puts from linear filters are nonlinearly com-
bined from one step to the subsequent one
(see [277, 210, 48, 216] for a few recent exam-
ples in motion and object processing). It has
also inspired feed-forward models working at
task levels, as for instance global motion per-
ception [170, 102] or rapid object categorisa-
tion [286, 285] as illustrated in Fig. 1(d), promi-
nent machine learning solution for object recog-
nition follow the same feedforward, hierarchical
architecture where linear and nonlinear stages
are cascaded between multiple layers represent-
ing more and more complex features [130, 65].

2.2 Going beyond the hierarchi-
cal feedforward model

Despite its success in explaining rapid motion
perception or object recognition, for instance

RR n° 8698
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figure 1
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Figure 1: The classical view of hierarchical feedforward processing. (a) The two visual pathways
theory states that primate visual cortex can be splitter between dorsal and ventral streams
originating from the primary visual cortex (V1). The dorsal pathway runs towards the parietal
cortex, through motion areas MT and MST. The ventral pathway propagates through area
V4 along the temporal cortex, reaching area IT. (b) These ventral and dorsal pathways are
fed by parallel retino-thalamo-cortical inputs to V1, known as the Magno (M) and Parvocellular
pathways (P). (c) The hierarchy consists in a cascade of neurons encoding more and more complex
features through convergent information. By consequence, their receptive field integrate visual
information over larger and larger receptive fields. (d) A machine learning algorithm following
the same hierarchical processing where a simple feedforward convolutional network implement
two bracketed pairs of convolution operator followed by a pooling layer. Adapted from [65]

the hierarchical feedforward model of the par-
allel cortical streams remains highly schematic.
By consequences, many aspects of biological
visual processing, from anatomy to behavior,
do not fit in this cartoon-like framing. More-
over, bio-inspired models wouldl requires cer-
tain level of abstraction, resulting in loss of
many details, or fact that were first wrongly
considered as details. In reality neural process-
ing is much more complex than the hierarchi-
cal feedforward abstraction and very important
connectivity patterns such as lateral and feed-
back interactions need to taken into account

to overcome several pitfalls in understanding
and modeling biological vision. In this sec-
tion, we highlight some of these key features.
We postulate that, when they are carefuly con-
sidered, they would greatly influence computa-
tional models of visual processing and shall be
bear in mind when claiming for bio-inspiration.
We also believe that identifying some of these
problems could help in reunifying natural and
artificial vision.

Vision processing starts at the retina and
LGN levels First, thinking about biologi-
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cal vision only focusing on the cortical hier-
archy would be ignoring the two crucial steps
happening before, namely at the retina and
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) levels. This
statement may appear to be obvious but, in
fact the role played by these two structures
seems have been largely underestimated, when
not put aside voluntarity. Indeed, most cur-
rent models take images as inputs rather than
their retina-LGN transforms. Thus, by ignor-
ing what is being processed at these levels, one
could easily miss some key properties to under-
stand the system efficiency.

At the retina level, the incoming light is
transformed into electrical signals. This trans-
formation was originally dissected using the lin-
ear systems approach [84]. The retinal network
was seen as a smart and adaptive filter for lu-
minance and color information. Recent works
have changed this view and several cortex-like
computations have been identified in the retina
of different vertebrates. For instance, in ro-
dents, direction and orientation selectivity of
some V1 neurons may be in fact partly inher-
ited from specific classes of retinal ganglion cells
[68]. Moreover,it is now recognize that reti-
nal circuits implement complex processing such
as efficient coding of natural scenes, prediction
and features detection (see [106, 152] for re-
views, and more details in Sec. 4.1).What is
already done at retinal level and what is dele-
gated to cortical stages is still highly disputed
with clear differences between species, as for
instance the existence of direction selectivity in
lower mammals but not in primates. Still, the
fact that retinal and cortical levels share similar
computational principles, albeit working at dif-
ferent spatial and temporal scales is an impor-
tant point to consider when designing models
of biological vision [152].

In the same perspective, the LGN and other
visual thalamic nuclei (e.g. pulvinar) are no
longer seen as a pure relay on the route from
retina to cortex. For instance, cat pulvinar
neurons exhibit some properties classically at-
tributed to cortical neurones, as such pattern
motion selectivity [205]. Moreover, there
are strong center-surround interactions in LGN
neurons and these interactions are under the

control of feedback cortico-thalamic connec-
tions [148]. These strong feedback connec-
tions to the LGN from multiple cortical vi-
sual areas, in lower mammals as well as in
non-human primates, point to the fact that
retino-thalamo-cortical pathways must be seen
as highly adaptive, dynamical systems rather
than mere passive transmission cables and re-
lays [212, 70, 41]. These two properties (center-
surround interactions and feedback modula-
tion) shape the dynamical properties of the cor-
tical inputs, such as for instance the temporal
precision of thalamic firing responses [5].

Overall, recent advances in visual neuro-
sciences leave us with three important mes-
sages. First, we should not oversimplify the
amount of processing done before visual inputs
reach the cortex. Rather, we should consider
how the cortex takes advantage of them when
processing naturalistic images. Second, some
of the computational and mechanistic rules de-
signed for predictive-coding or feature extrac-
tion can be much more generic than previously
thought and the retina-LGN processing hierar-
chy may become again a rich source of inspira-
tion for computer vision. Third, the exact im-
plementation (what is being done where) may
be not so important as it varies from one specie
to another but the cascade of basic computa-
tional steps may be an important principles to
retain from biological vision.

Functional and anatomical hierarchies
are not always the same The deep corti-
cal hierarchy is first rooted on anatomical, con-
nectivity rules [343]. It has a functional coun-
terpart where there is an increasing complexity
of processing and information content as we go
deeper in the anatomical hierarchy. However,
if functional complexity of visual processing do
tend to increase from striate to extra-striate
and associative cortices, this observation does
not imply that a feedforward hierarchy is the
ultimate solution used by biological systems. A
quick glance at the actual cortical connectivity
pattern in non-human primates would be suffi-
cient to eradicate this texbook view of how the
visual brain works [123].

For instance, the classical view that primary
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visual cortex represents luminance-based edges
whereas illusory contours would be represented
at the next processing stages such as areas V2
and V4 [238] was defeated. Recent studies
have shown that illusory contours, and bor-
der ownerships are also represented in macaque
area V1 [345, 172]. Similarly, the hierarchy
of shape representation seems nowadays to be
more opaque than previously thought [124].
Another example comes from motion process-
ing. It has been believed for decades that,
contrary to MT neurones ,V1 cells cannot en-
code motion speed independently of the im-
age spatiotemporal frequencies content [264].
However, more recent studies have shown that
some V1 complex cells are speed tuned [251].
Moreover, while there is plenty of evidence for
local motion analysis in area MT, thus often
called the cortical motion area, recent exper-
iments have proposed a more complex view
where global motion is not encoded in area MT
[121] but would also imply cortical areas along
the ventral stream [346]. Lastly, the temporal
hierarchy appears not to be a carbon copy of
the anatomical hierarchy depicted by Felleman
and Van Essen. The onset of a visual stimulus
trigger fast and slow waves of activation trav-
elling throughout the different cortical areas.
The fast activation in particular by-passes sev-
eral major steps along both dorsal and ventral
pathways to reach frontal areas even before area
V2 were fully activated (for a review, see [168]).

These different examples show that a more
complex view of the functional hierarchy is
emerging. Various aspects of dynamics result
from interactions of various streams operating
at different speeds and intra-cortical feedback
needs to be taken into account when designing
better vision algorithms. Yet, a modern theory
of the primate visual systems is still awaited,
going beyond the classical view based on static,
feeforward connectivity rules.

Dorsal/ventral separation is a simplifica-
tion A possible limitation of starting from an
anatomical view is that its complexity usually
requires undesired simplifications to present a
coherent view. Such reduction introduce how-
ever the risk to base models on a caricatural de-

scription of the system. One striking example
is the common dorsal/ventral separation which
is, in fact not so strict. For instance, it has long
been known from motion psychophysics that
there is a strong influence of form signals onto
motion processing (see [201] for a recent re-
view). The interplay between form and motion
cues seems to exist at different levels of the hi-
erarchy, from V1 to STS, bringing to the visual
system computational advantages that an arti-
ficial system could also benefit from (see [230]
for a review). Just to give another exemple,
it appears nowadays that there are strong in-
teractions between color and motion informa-
tion, through mutual interactions between cor-
tical areas V4 and MT [303]. It is interesting to
note that these two particular areas were previ-
ously attributed to the ventral and dorsal path-
ways, respectively [182, 74]. These interactions
can be tracked to the primary visual cortex
where detailed analysis of the layer 4 connec-
tivity have shown that both Magno and Par-
vocellular signals can be intermixed and prop-
agated to areas V2 and V3 and the subsequent
ventral stream [340]. This could explain why
fast and coarse visual signals can rapidly tune
the most ventral areas along the temporal cor-
tex and therefore shape face recognition mech-
anisms [102].

Thus, if the coarse division between ventral
and dorsal streams remains valid, a closer look
at functional interactions highlight the exis-
tence of multiple passerelles, occuring at many
levels along the hierarchy. Moreover, it seems
that each stream is traversed by successive
waves of fast/coarse and slow/precise inputs
so that visual processing is gradually shaped.
Lastly, and this will be further discussed be-
low, it now seems indispensable to consider the
intricate networks of intra and inter-cortical in-
teractions to capture the dynamics of biolog-
ical vision. We still do not understand how
the two visual systems can work hand-to-hand
to resolve many of the input ambiguities and
elaborate an integrated view point. Clearly,
a new theoretical perspective on the cortical
functional architecture would be highly benefi-
cial to both biological (e.g. [191] and artificial
vision research (e.g. [102, 65]).
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A hierarchy embedded within a dynami-
cal recurrent system The hierarchical view
conceals the dynamic nature of information
processing carried out by the brain. We have
recalled above that the static and temporal
hierarchy does not necessarily coincide as in-
formation flows can bypass some cortical ar-
eas [168]. This has led to the idea that fast
inputs, carried by the Magnocellular stream,
can travel across the cortical networks to shape
each processing stage before being reached by
more detailed information carried by the Par-
vocellular retino-thalamo-cortical pathway [46].
This dynamical view is still consistent with
the feedforward hierarchical processing frame-
work adopted by most computational mod-
els and could explain fast, automatic recog-
nition mechanisms underlying categorization
(e.g. [275, 306] for review).

One important aspect of visual information
is that it is highly ambiguous because it comes
from projecting 3D scenes onto one, or two
2D retinal images. Therefore, a given image
or sequence of images can lead to many dif-
ferent interpretations, as evidenced by percep-
tual multi-stability. How the brain solves these
ambiguities remains largely a mystery, but sev-
eral theoretical works have proposed that its
highly recurrent connectivity might play a cru-
cial role [115, 212, 213, 80, 316, 171]. For in-
stance, the model proposed by Lee and Mum-
ford [171] reconsiders the hierarchical frame-
work by proposing that concatenated feedfor-
ward/feedback loops in the cortex could serve
to integrate top-down prior knowledge with
bottom-up observations. This architecture gen-
erates a cascade of optimal inference along the
hierarchy [275, 306, 171]. Several computa-
tional models have used such recurrent com-
putation for motion integration (e.g. [21, 43,
308]) or figure-ground segmentation [272].

Interestingly, new experimental evidence for
the role of feedback in these tasks and its mech-
anisms begin to be available in awake, behav-
ing monkeys. Feedback from the first extra-
striate stages of visual processing (e.g. axreas
V2, V3, MT) have been shown to modulate
center-suchrround interactions in the primary
visual cortex. This could impact suppressive

surround mechanisms [219] and spatial nor-
malisation [218], with functional implications
for texture segmentation [137], figure-ground
segregation [282] , surface reconstruction and
border-ownership [143]. Moreover, feedback
signals can also carry attention-based modula-
tion of low and mid-level visual processing such
as curve tracing or object segmentation from
higher-order visual areas (e.g. V4) or frontal
cortex areas (e.g., FEF, PFC; see [246, 10]).
Across different scales, there is now a grow-
ing body of evidence for different physiological
signatures (e.g. single and multiple neurones
activity, LFPs, BOLD responses) of these top-
down effects, so that the temporal dynamics
of visual processing can be dissected out with
an unprecedented precision (see [95] for a re-
view). Overall, early visual processing appears
now to be strongly influenced by different top-
down signals about attention, working memory
or even reward mechanisms, opening the door
for a more broader and integrative perspective
on visual perception where both sensory inputs
and context-related information must be taken
into account when, for instance, modelling ob-
ject segregation and selection (see [297, 168] for
reviews). Despite these, still sparse successes,
investigating the role of feedback and its de-
tailed implementation, have been obstructed by
strong technical difficulties. Thee emergence of
genetically-encoded optogenetic probes target-
ing the feedback pathways in mice cortex are
opening a new era of intense research about the
role of feedforward and feedback circuits (e.g.
see [139, 185] for recent reviews).

The role of lateral connectivity in infor-
mation diffusion One last facet of the cor-
tical dynamics is the contextual modulation
of information processing through short- and
long-range intra-cortical interactions. Process-
ing of a local feature is always influenced by
its immediate surrounding in the image. Feed-
back is one potential mechanisms for imple-
menting such context-dependent processing but
its spatial scale is rather large, corresponding to
far-surround modulation [7, 6]. Visual cortical
areas, and in particular area V1, are charac-
terised by dense short- and long-range intra-
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cortical interactions. Short-range connectivi-
ties are involved in proximal center-surround
interactions and their dynamics fits with con-
textual modulation of local visual processing
[7]. This connectivity pattern has been overly
simplified as overlapping, circular excitatory
and inhibitory areas of the non-classical recep-
tive field. In area V1, these sub-populations
were described as being tuned for orthogonal
orientations corresponding to excitatory input
from iso-oriented domains and inhibitory input
from cross-oriented ones. In higher areas, sim-
ilar simple schemes have been proposed with
for instance opposite direction tuning of center
and surround areas of MT and MST receptive
fields [33]. Moreover, these surround inputs
implement basic computation such as normali-
sation or gain control [51].

Nowadays, a more complex picture of
the center-surround interactions have emerged
where non-classical receptive fields are highly
diverse in terms of shapes or features selec-
tivity (e.g. [53, 330, 339]). This complexity
could result from more complex underlying con-
nectivity patterns where, for instance, different
orientation- or direction-selective neurons can
be interconnected. Interestingly, in area V1
for instance, the connectivity pattern becomes
less and less specific with farther distances from
the recording sites [57, 68]. Moreover, fur-
ther distant points of the image can also inter-
act through the long-range interactions which
have been demonstrated in area V1 of many
species (e.g. [263, 262, 35] in monkeys). Hor-
izontal connections extend over millimeters of
cortex and propagate activity at a much lower
speed than feedforward and feedback connec-
tions [46]. The functional role of these long-
range connections is still unclear. They most
probably support the waves of activity that
travel across the V1 cortex [211, 341], in both
the presence or absence of visual stimuli ( [278]
for a review). They can also implement the
spread of cortical activity underlying contrast
normalisation [259], the spatial integration of
motion and contour signals (e.g. [259, 103]) or
the shaping of low-level percepts [141, 58].

3 Computational studies of
biological vision

3.1 The Marr Legacy

At a conceptual level much of the current com-
putational understanding of biological vision is
based on the seminal theoretical framework de-
fined by Marr [192]. A key message from his
book was that complex systems, like brains or
computers, must be studied and understood at
various levels of description, namely, the com-
putational task carried out by the system re-
sulting in the observed behaviour, the instance
of the algorithm used by the system to solve
the computational task and the implementation
that it used by a given system to execute the al-
gorithm. Thus, once a functional framework is
defined, the computational and implementation
problems can be distinguished, so that in prin-
ciple a given solution can be embedded into dif-
ferent biological, or artificial physical systems.
This approach has inspired many experimental
and theoretical works in the field of vision. The
cost of this clear distinction between levels of
description is that many many existing models
have only a weak relationship with the actual
architecture of the visual system or even with
a specific algorithmic strategy used by the sys-
tem. Such dichtomy contrast with the fact that
it has became more and more evident over the
same period that understanding cortical algo-
rithms and networks are deeply coupled, as il-
lustrated for instance by visual motion process-
ing [129]. The risk of ignoring the structure-
function dilemna is that computational prin-
ciples can drift away from biology, becoming
more and more metaphorical as illustrated by
the fate of the Gestalt theory.

3.2 From circuits to behavior

Given the multiple scales of the nervous system
organisation that we presented in Sec. 2, how
shall we rephrase the question of understand-
ing visual computation in both biological and
artificial systems? Following others, we state
that a key milestone is to understand how neu-
ral circuits lead to behaviour. Carandini [52]
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argued that the gap between circuits and be-
haviour is too wide without the help of an in-
termediate level of description, that of neuronal
computation. But how can we escape from
the dualism between computational algorithm
and implementation as introduced by Marr’s
approach ? The solution depicted by Caran-
dini, that is well representative of many cur-
rent theoretical approaches in neuroscience, is
based on three principles. First, some levels of
description might not be useful to understand
functional problems. In particular sub cellu-
lar and network levels are decoupled. It might
thus not be important to consider the molec-
ular details of synaptic mechanisms to under-
stand, and model, face recognition. Second,
the level of neuronal computation can be di-
vided into building blocks forming a core set
of canonical neural computations such as lin-
ear filtering, divisive normalization, recurrent
amplification, coincidence detection, cognitive
maps and so on. These standard neural compu-
tations are widespread across sensory systems.
Third, these canonical computations occur in
the activity of individual neurons and especially
of population of neurons. In many instances,
they can be related to stereotyped circuits such
as feedforward inhibition, recurrent excitation-
inhibition or the canonical cortical microcircuit
for signal amplification (see [289] for a series of
reviews). Thus, understanding the computa-
tions carried out at the level of individual neu-
rons and neural populations would be the key
for unlocking the algorithmic strategies used by
neural systems. This appears to be essential
to capture both the dynamics and the versatil-
ity of biological vision. Along this perspective,
computational vision would regain its critical
role when mapping circuits to behaviors and
could regain interest in the field of computer vi-
sion not only by highlighting the limits of exist-
ing algorithms or hardwares but also by provid-
ing new ideas. At this cost, visual and compu-
tational neurosciences would be again a source
of inspiration for computer vision. Figure 2 il-
lustrates this approach to understand biological
vision and is of relevance for the computer vi-
sion community as it might lead to architecture
independent algorithmic principles.

3.3 Functional importance of the
task

Biological systems exist to solve functional
tasks so that an organism can survive. Thus,
many biologists consider the brain as a "bag
of tricks that passed evolutionary selection",
even though some tricks can be usable in dif-
ferent systems or contexts. This biological per-
spective highlights the fact that understand-
ing biological systems is tightly related to un-
derstanding the functional importance of the
task at hands. For example, there is in the
mouse retina a cell type able to detect small
moving objects in the presence of a feature-
less or stationary background. These neurons
could serve as elementary detectors of potential
predators arriving from the sky [344]. In the
same vein, it has been recently found that out-
puts of retinal direction-selective cells are seg-
regrated from the other retino-thalamo-cortical
pathways to directly influence specific target
neurons in mouse V1 [69]. These two ex-
amples illustrate how evolution can shape the
nervous systems to isolate neural circuits when
computation and architecture are intrinsically
coupled to find an optimal solution to the es-
cape behaviours. Another well-known exam-
ple is the different color sensitivity expressed
in different non-human primate species as well
as between male and female in some species
(see [133, 140] for recent reviews). On the
other hand, there is evidence that evolution
has also selected neural microcircuits imple-
menting more generic computations such as the
recurrent amplification, divisive normalisation
or the excitation-inhibition balance that play
a key role in the emergence of low-level neu-
ronal selectivities such as orientation or direc-
tion. Feedforward-feedback connectivity rules
of canonical microcircuits for predictive coding
have been also identified (see [19]) and applied
in the context of visual motion processing for
instance (e.g.,[77]). As another example, divi-
sive normalisation has been a powerful expla-
nation for many aspects of visual perception
such as, contrast detection or attention-based
modulation, at different neuronal levels as well
as for human performance [51]. These exam-
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Figure 2: Between circuits and behavior: reinvigorating the Marr approach. The nervous system
can be described at different scales of organization, from small networks of neurons forming
cortical colums, cortical maps and large-scale networks. These levels of organization can be
mapped to three computational problems: how, what and why. All three aspects involve a
theoretical description rooted on anatomical, physiological and behavior data. These different
levels are organized around computational blocks that can be combined to solve a particular
task, corresponding to the versatibily and efficiency of biological systems.

ples are extrema lying on the continuum of bi-
ological structure-function solutions, from the
more specific to the more generic. This di-
versity stresses the needs to clarify the func-
tional context of the different computational
rules and their performance dynamics so that
fruitful comparisons can be made between liv-
ing and artificial systems. This can lead to a
clarification about which knowledge from biol-
ogy is useful for computer vision.

Lastly, these computational building blocks
are embedded into a living organism and low-
to-high vision levels are constantly interacting
with many other aspects of animal cognition
(see [4]). Just to give some example, the way
an object is examined (i.e. the way its image is
processed) shall depend on its behavioural con-
text, whether it is going to be manipulated or
only scrutinised to identify it. A single face can
be analyse in different ways depending upon
the social or emotional context. Thus, we must
consider these contextual influence of "why" a
task is being carried out when integrating in-
formation (and data) from biology [332]. All
these above observations stress the difficulty

of understanding biological vision as an highly
adapted, plastic and versatile cognitive system
where circuits and computation are like Janus
face.

3.4 Matching multi-scale connec-
tivity rules and computa-
tional problems

In sec.2, we have only given a brief, and par-
tial, glimpse of the enormous literature on the
intricate networks underlying biological vision.
Focusing on primate low-level vision, we have
illustrated both the richness, the spatial and
temporal heterogeneity and the versatility of
these connections. This is illustrated in Fig. 3
for a simple case, the segmentation of two mov-
ing surfaces. The plot in Fig. 3 illustrates
the different sub-cortical and cortical stages
neede for a minimal model of surface segmen-
tation. Local information is transmitted up-
stream through the feedfoward pathway. In the
classical scheme, V1 is seen as a router filter-
ing and sending the relevant information along
the ventral (V2, V4) or dorsal (MT, MST)
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pathways. We have depicted above how infor-
mation flows also backward within each path-
way as well as across pathways (e.g. connec-
tions between V2/V4 and MT in Fig. 3). A
consequence of these cross-over is that, for in-
stance MT neurons are able to use both mo-
tion and color information. We have also re-
called that area V1 endorses a more active role
where the thalamo-cortical feedforward inputs
and the multiple feedback signals interact to
implement contextual modulations over differ-
ent spatial and temporal scales. These local
processing are modulated by short and long-
range intra-cortical interactions such as visual
features located far from the non-classical re-
ceptive field (or along a trajectory) can in-
fluence them. Each cortical stage implements
these interactions although with different spa-
tial and temporal scales and through differ-
ent domains. This aspect is illustrated for
V1 where different maps (e.g. retinotopic and
orientation-tuning maps in Fig. 3) are imple-
mented but other maps are found at each cor-
tical stages as well. At the single neuron level,
these intricate networks result in a large diver-
sity of receptive field structures and in complex,
dynamical non-linearities. It is now possible
to collect physiological signatures of these net-
works at multiple scales, from single-neurons to
local networks and networks-of-networks such
that connectivity patterns can be dissected out.
In the near future, it will become possible to
manipulate specific cell subtype and therefore
change the functional role and the weight of
these different connectivities.

How these connectivity patterns would re-
late to information processing? In plot b, we
sketch the key computational steps underlying
surface segmentation. Traditionally, each com-
putational step has been attributed to a par-
ticular area and to a specific type of recep-
tive fields. For instance, local motion compu-
tation is done at the level of the small recep-
tive fields of V1 neurons. Motion boundaries
detectors have been found in area V2 while
different subpopulation of MT and MST neu-
rons are responsible for motion integration at
multiple scales. However, each of these recep-
tive fields are highly context-dependent, as ex-

pected from the dense interactions between all
these areas. Matching the complex connectiv-
ity patterns illustrated in plot a with the com-
putational dynamics illustrated in plot b is one
of the major challenges in computational neu-
rosciences. It can also be a fruitful source of
inspiration for computer vision if we were able
to draw rules and numbers by which the visual
system is organised at different scales. Only a
few computational studies have taken into ac-
count this richness and its ability to adaptively
encode and predict sensory inputs from natural
scenes. In the next section we will summarize
some of key papers from biological vision liter-
ature in a task centric manner in order show
how critical information gathered at different
scales, and different context can be used to de-
sign innovative and performing algorithms.

4 Solving vision tasks with a
biological perspective

So far in this paper, we have revisited some
of the main features of biological vision and
we have discussed the foundations of existing
computational studies modeling biological vi-
sion. A key idea is the functional importance
of the task at hand when exploring or simulat-
ing the brain. Thus, one should always focus on
the task as the main motivation to look into bi-
ology. Following this idea, this section revisits
three classical computer vision tasks from a bi-
ological perspective: image sensing, segmenta-
tion and visual motion (optical flow). To meet
our objective to illustrate some well-known bi-
ological functional principles and to compare
them with several approaches taken by com-
puter vision, our discusion of each task with be
organized as follow:

Task definition We start with a definition
of the visual processing task of interest.

Core challenges We briefly summarize its
physical, algorithmic or temporal constraints
albeit and how they impact the processing that
should be carried on images or sequences of im-
ages.
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Figure 3: (a) A schematic view of the early visual stages with their different connectivity pat-
terns: feedforward (grey), feedback (blue) and lateral (red). (b) A sketch of moving surface
segmentation and its potential implementation in the primate visual cortex. The key processing
elements are illustrated as computational problems (e.g. local segregation, surface cues, motion
boundaries, motion integration) and corresponding receptive field structures. These receptive
fields are highly adaptive and reconfigurable, thanks to the dense interconnections between the
different stages/areas

Biological vision solution We brielfy re-
view some of the novel biological facts about
the neuronal dynamics and circuitry underlying
the biological solutions for these tasks (the How
question), stressing the canonical computing el-
ements being implemented (the What question)
in some recent computational models.

Comparison with computer vision solu-
tions We discusss some of the current ap-
proaches in computer vision with the objective
to outline some of their limits and challenges.
Contrasting these challenges with known mech-
anisms in biological vision would be to foresee
which aspects are essential for computer vision
and which ones are not.

Promising bio-inspired solutions Based
on this comparative analysis of computer and
biological vision, we will discuss some recent
promising approaches in modelling biological
vision and we highlight a few novel ideas that
we think are promising for future investigations

in computer vision.

4.1 Sensing the environment

Task definition Sensing is the process of
capturing patterns of light from the environ-
ment so that all the visual information that
will be needed downstream to cater the compu-
tational/functional needs of the biological sys-
tem could be faithfully extracted. This defini-
tion does not necessarily mean that its goal is
to construct a veridical, pixel-based representa-
tion of the environment by passively transform-
ing the light the sensor receives.

Core challenges From a functional point of
view, the process of sensing (i.e. transducing,
transforming and transmitting) light patterns
encounters multiple challenges because visual
environments are highly cluttered, noisy and
diverse. First, illumination levels can vary over
several range of magnitudes. Second, image
formation onto the sensor is sensitive to dif-
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ferent sources of noise and distorsions due to
the optical properties of the eye. Third, trans-
ducing photons into electronic signals is con-
strained by the intrinsic dynamics of the pho-
tosensitive device, being either biological or ar-
tificial. Fourth, transmitting luminance levels
on a pixel basis is highly inefficient. There-
fore, information must be (pre-)processed so
that only the most relevant and reliable fea-
tures are extracted and transmitted upstream
in order to overcome the limited bandpass prop-
erties of the optic nerve. At the end of all these
different stages, the sensory representation of
the external world must still be both energy
and computationally very efficient. All these
aforementioned aspects raise some fundamen-
tal questions that are highly relevant for both
modelling biological vision and improving arti-
ficial systems.

Herein, we will focus on four main compu-
tational problems (what is computed) that are
illustrative about how biological solutions can
inspire a better design of computer vision al-
gorithms. The first problem is called adap-
tation and explains how retinal processing is
adapted to the huge local and global variations
in luminance levels from natural images in or-
der to maintain high visual sensitivity. The
second problem is feature extraction. Reti-
nal processing extracts information about the
structure of the image rather than mere pixels.
What are the most important features that sen-
sors should extract and how they are extracted
are pivotal questions that must be solved to
subserve an optimal processing in dowstream
networks. Third is the sparseness of informa-
tion coding. Since the amount of information
that can be transmitted from the front-end sen-
sor (the retina) to the central processing unit
(area V1) is very limited, a key question is to
understand how spatial and temporal informa-
tion can be optimally encoded, using context
dependency and predictive coding. The last se-
lected problem is called precision of the cod-
ing, in particular what is the temporal precision
of the transmited signals that would best rep-
resent the seamingless sequence of images.

Biological vision solution The retina is one
of the most developed sensing devices (see, e.g.,
[106, 196, 197] for reviews). It transforms the
incoming light into a set of electrical impulses,
called spikes, which are sent asynchronously to
higher level structures through the optic nerve.
In mammals,it is sub-divided into five layers of
cells (namely, photoreceptors, horizontal, bipo-
lar, amacrine and ganglion cells) that forms a
complex recurrent neural network with feedfor-
ward (from photoreceptors to ganglion cells),
but also lateral (i.e. within bipolar and gan-
glion cells layers) and feedback connections.
The complete connectomics of some inverte-
brate and vertebrate retinas now begin to be
available [189].

Regarding information processing, an hu-
mongous amount of studies have shown that
the mammalian retina can tackle the four chal-
lenges introduced above using adaptation,
feature detection, sparse coding and tem-
poral precision [152]. Adaptation is abso-
lutely crucial since retinas must maintain high
contrast sensitivity over a very broad range of
luminance, from starlight to direct sunlight.
Adaptation is both global through neuromodu-
latory feedback loops and local through adap-
tive gain control mechanisms so that retinal
networks can be adapted to the whole scene il-
luminance level while maintaining high contrast
sensitivity in different regions of the image, de-
spite their considerable differences in luminance
(see [287, 304] for reviews).

It has long been known that retinal ganglion
cells extract local luminance profiles. However,
we have now a more complex view of retinal
form processing. The retina of higher mam-
mals sample each point in the images with
about 20 distinct ganglion cells [196, 197] as-
sociated to different features. This is best il-
lustrated in Fig. 4, showing how the retina can
gather information about the structure of the
visual scene with four exemple cell types till-
ing the image. They differ one from the oth-
ers by the size of their receptive field and their
spatial and temporal selectivities. These spa-
tiotemporal differences are related to the dif-
ferent sub-populations of ganglion cells which
have been identified. Parvocellular (P) cells are
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the most numerous are the P-cells (80%). They
have a small receptive size and a slow response
time resulting in a high spatial resolution and
a low temporal sensitivity. They process in-
formation about color and details. Magnocel-
lular cells have a large receptive field and a
low response time resulting in a high tempo-
ral resolution and a low spatial sensitivity, and
can therefore convey information about visual
motion [288]. Thus visual information is split-
ted into parallel stream extracting different do-
mains of the image spatiotemporal frequency
space. This was taken at a first evidence for
feature extractions at retinal level. More recent
studies have shown that, in many species, reti-
nal networks are much smarter than originally
thought. In particular, they can extract more
complex features such as basic static or mov-
ing shapes and can predict incoming events, or
adapt to temporal changes of events, thus ex-
hibiting some of the major signatures of predic-
tive coding [106, 196, 197].

A striking aspect of retinal output is its high
temporal precision and sparseness. Mas-
sive in vitro recordings provide spiking pat-
terns collected from large neuronal assembles so
that it becomes possible to decipher the retinal
encoding of complex images (see, e.g., [242]).
Modelling the spiking output of the ganglion
cell populations have shown high temporal pre-
cision of the spike trains and a strong reliabil-
ity across trials. These coding properties are
essential for upstream processing what will ex-
tract higher order features but also will have
to maintain such high precision. In brief, the
retina appears to be a dense neural network
where specific sub-populations adaptively ex-
tract local information in a context-dependent
manner in order to produce an output that is
both adaptive, sparse, overcomplete and of high
temporal precision.

There is a large, and expanding litera-
ture proposing models of retinal processing.
We attempted to classify them and isolated
three main classes of models. A first class
regroups the linear-nonlinear-poisson (LNP)
models [227]. In its simplest form, a LN model
is a convolution with a spatio-temporal kernel
followed by a static nonlinearity and stochas-

(a) (b) (c) (d)

figure 4

Figure 4: How retinal ganglion cells tile a scene
extracting a variety of features. This illustrates
the tiling of space of a subset of four cell types.
Each tile covers completely the visual image in-
dependently from other types. The four cell
types shown here correspond to (a) cell with
small receptive fields and center-surround char-
acteristics extracting intensity contrasts, (b)
color coded cells, (c) motion direction selective
cells with a relatively large receptive field, (d)
cells with large receptive fields reporting that
something is moving (adapted from [197], with
permissions).

tic (Poisson-like) mechanisms of spikes genera-
tion. These functional model are widely used
by experimentalists to characterise the cells
that they record, map their receptive field and
characterize their spatiotemporal feature selec-
tivities [60]. LN models can simulate the
spiking activity of ganglion cells (and of cor-
tical cells) in response to synthetic or natu-
ral images [50] but they voluntarly the neu-
ronal mechanisms and the details of the inner
retinal layers that transform the image into a
continuous input to the ganglion cell (or any
type of cell) stages.Moreover, they implement
static non-linearities, ignoring many existing
non-linearities. Applied to computer vision,
they however provide some inspiring compu-
tational blocks for contrast enhancement, edge
detection or texture filtering.

The second class of models has been devel-
oped to serve as a front-end for subsequent
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computer vision task. They succeeded in pro-
viding efficient and fast bio-inspired modules
for low level image processing. One interesting
example is given by [28] (see also [126, 127, 23]),
where the model includes parvocellular and
magnocellular pathways using different non-
separable spatio-temporal filter that are opti-
mal for form or motion detection (this model is
also available in OpenCV).

Spiking retinal models make the third class.
They focus on the internal and detailed reti-
nal circuitry, in order to reproduce and predict
the individual or collective response measured
at the ganglion cells level. Virtual Retina [335]
is one example of such spiking retina model.
This models enables large scale simulations (up
to 100,000 neurons) in reasonable processing
times while keeping a strong biological plau-
sibility. These models are expanded to explore
several aspects of retinal image processing such
as (i) understanding how to reproduce accu-
rately the statistics of the spiking activity at
the population level [217] (i) reconciling con-
nectomics and simple computational rules for
visual motion detection [145] and (iii) to in-
vestigate how such canonical microcircuits can
implement the different retinal processing mod-
ules cited above (feature extraction, predictive
coding...) [106]. It is worth mentioning herein
a series of retina simulators designed to future
visual prosthetic devices and they propose dif-
ferent solutions to obtain simulated spike train
in real-time [234, 183, 195].

Comparison with computer vision so-
lutions Most computer vision systems are
rooted on a sensing device based on CMOS
technology to acquire images in a frame based
manner. Each frames if obtained from sen-
sors representing the environment as a set of
pixels whose values indicate the intensity of
light. Pixels pave homogeneously the image do-
main and their number defines the resolution
of images. Dynamical inputs, corresponding to
videos are represented as a set of frames, each
one representing the environment at a different
time, sampled at a constant time step defining
the frame rate.

To make an analogy between the retina and

typical image sensors, the dense pixels which re-
spond slowly and capture high resolution color
images are at best comparable to P-Cells in
the retina. Traditionally in computer vision,
the major technological breakthoughs for sens-
ing devices have aimed at improving the den-
sity of the pixels, as best illustrated by the ever
improving resolution of the images we capture
daily with cameras. Focusing of how videos are
captured, ones can see that a dynamical input
is not more that a series of images sampled
at regular intervals. Significant progress have
been achieved recently in improving the tem-
poral resolution with advent of computational
photography but at a very high computational
cost [180]. This kind of sensing for videos in-
troduces a lot of limitations and the amount of
data that has to be managed is high.

However, there are two main differences be-
tween the retina and a typical image sensor
such as a camera. First, as stated above,
the retina is not simply sending an inten-
sity information but it is already extracting
features from the scene. Second, the retina
asynchronously processes the incoming infor-
mation, transforming it as a continuous suc-
cession of spikes at the level of ganglion cells,
which mostly encode changes in the environ-
ment: retina is very active when intensity is
changing, but it’s activity becomes quickly very
low with a purely static stimulation. These ob-
servations show that the notion of representing
static frames does not exist in biological vision,
drastically reducing the amount of data that is
required to represent temporally varying con-
tent.

Promising bio-inspired solutions Analyz-
ing the sensing task from a biological perspec-
tive has potential for bringing new insights
and solutions to tackle the four challenges out-
lined in this section. The first step is to use
what is known from the retinal circuitry and to
model it in order to optimally implement the
four generic computational problems identified
above, namelyl adaptation, feature detection,
sparseness and temporal precision. Some steps
in this direction have already been taken by
the computer vision community but this shall
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be amplified.
Retinal contrast adaptation mechanisms

have been used for tone mapping as in [91] using
empirical laws such as the Naka-Rushton equa-
tion. Using more realistic models of luminance
and contrast adaptation as in [336], we can go
beyond and process videos [27, 207]. Retinal
spike coding has been used to investigate new
compression schemes [198] or to propose rank-
order coding as an efficient strategy to perform
ultra-fast categorization [323]. Finally, retina
has also inspired neuromorphic models of low-
level processing as in [28, 126]. In terms of fea-
ture detection, retinal geometry has inspired
image descriptors such as FREAK [3] but ideas
are still far from the known retinal properties
in primates. Taking into account how the dif-
ferent types of cells pave the visual field to effi-
ciently capture the useful information could be
a source of inspiration for future improvements
of this technology. These few examples show
how retinal principles have already inspired to
some computer vision design, and how progress
could be made in each case by further tak-
ing into account the latest discoveries in retinal
processing.

In terms of sparse coding a promising
idea is to consider event-based vision sensors
where pixels autonomously communicate the
change and grayscale events to the readout.
The Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) [181, 177]
and the Asynchronous time-based image sen-
sor (ATIS) [247] are two examples of such sen-
sor using Address-Event Representation (AER)
circuits. The main principle is that pixels signal
only significant events. More precisely, an event
is sent when the log intensity has changed by
some threshold amount since the last event (see
Fig. ). Their major advantage is that these sen-
sors provide an output corresponding to pixels
that register a change in the scene, thus allow-
ing extremely high temporal resolution to de-
scribe changes in the scene while discarding all
the redundant information. Immediate appli-
cations areas of event-based sensors have been
in object tracking [222] but it is also possible
to revisit some classical computer vision prob-
lems with this frame-free representation. For
example, event-based sensor have been used for
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Figure 5: How DVS sensor generate spikes. (a)
Example of DVS output in response to a jug-
gling scene (down). Events are rendered using
a grayscale colormap corresponding to events
times (black = young, gray = old, white = no
events). (b) DVS principle: Positive and neg-
ative events are generated depending on the
variations of log(I) which are indicated as on
and off events along temporal axis. (Adapted
from [177], with permissions.)

stereo [273] and for optical flow [310, 29] at a
cost that is approximately 25 times lower than
does a frame-based method for 128×128 frames
at 60 fps.

Another promising idea can be seen as a com-
bination of the two previous strategies: build-
ing smart, bio-inspired sensors. This has al-
ready been explored for the design of CMOS
sensors [204, 329] . To go beyond, the next step
would be to build smart-sensors incorporating
more of these elementary computing blocks in
order to enrich sensors output. A first step in
this direction has already been made in [183]
where the authors have combined the ATIS sen-
sor with a model pulling nonlinear subunits to
reproduce the spatial and temporal properties
of the majority of ganglion cells. With such
sensors, computer vision tasks could be revis-
ited to exploit the benefits from such a new
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generation of sensors, with high temporal pre-
cision and complex feature-based response.

4.2 Segmentation and figure-
ground segregation

Task definition The task of segmenting a
visual scene is to generate a meaningful par-
titioning of the input feature representation
into surface-related components. The segre-
gation of an input stimulus into prototypical
parts, characteristic of surfaces or objects, is
guided by a coherence or homogeneity prop-
erty that region elements share [97, 232]. Ho-
mogeneities are defined upon feature domains
such as, e.g., color, motion, depth, statistics
of luminance items (texture), etc., or combina-
tions of them. In addition, the goal of segmen-
tation might be extended in regard to eventu-
ally single out a target item, or object, from its
background in order to recognise it or to track
its motion [194]. The specificity of the behav-
ioral task, e.g., grasping an object, distinguish-
ing two object identities, or avoiding collisions
during navigation, may influence the required
detail of segmentation [120].

Core challenges The segmentation of a
spatio-temporal visual image into regions that
correspond to prototypical surfaces or objects
faces several challenges which derive from dis-
tinct interrelated subject matters. The fol-
lowing themes refer to issues of representation.
First, the feature domain or domains need to
be identified which constitute the coherence or
homogeneity properties relevant for the segre-
gation task. Feature combinations as well as
the nested structure of their appearance of co-
herent surfaces or objects introduces apparent
feature hierarchies [159, 158]. Second, the seg-
mentation process might focus on the analy-
sis of homogeneities that constitute the coher-
ent components within a region or, alterna-
tively, on the discontinuities between regions
of homogeneous appearances. Approaches be-
longing to the first group focus on the seg-
regation of parts into meaningful prototypical
regions utilizing an agglomeration (clustering)
principle. Approaches belonging to the second

group focus on the detection of discontinuous
changes in feature space (along different dimen-
sions) [225] and group them into contours and
boundaries1 Regarding the boundaries of any
segment, the segmentation task itself might in-
corporate an explicit assignment of a border
ownership (BOwn) direction label which im-
plies the separation of figural shape from back-
ground by a surface that occludes other scenic
parts [239, 161]. The variabilities in the image
acquisition process caused by, e.g., illumina-
tion conditions, shape and texture distortions,
might speak in favor of a boundary oriented
process. On the other hand, the complexity of
the background structure increases the effort to
segregate a target object from the background,
which argues in favor of region oriented mech-
anisms. It should be noted, however, that the
region vs boundary distinction might not ap-
pear as binary as in the way outlined above.
Considering real world scenes the space-time re-
lationships of perceptual elements (defined over
different levels of resolution) are often defined
by statistically meaningful structural relations
to determine segmentation homogeneities [334].
Here, an important distinction has been made
between structure that might be influenced by
meaning and primitive structure that is per-
ceived even without a particular interpretation.

While the previous challenges were defined
by representations, the following themes refer
to the process characteristic of segmentation.
First, the partitioning process may yield differ-
ent results given changing view-points or dif-
ferent noise sources during the sensing process.
Thus, segmentation imposes an inference prob-
lem that is mathematically ill-posed [245]. The
challenge is how a reliability, or confidence,
measure is defined that characterizes meaning-
ful decompositions relating to reasonable in-
terpretations. To illustrate this, Fig. 6 shows
segmentation results as drawn by different hu-
man observers. Second, figural configurations
may impose different efforts for mechanisms
of perceptual organization to decide upon the

1 We make a distinction here to refer to a contour
as a grouping of oriented edge or line contrast elements
whereas a boundary already relates to a surface border
in the scene.
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segregation of an object from the background
and/or the assignment of figure and ground di-
rection of surface boundaries. A time depen-
dence that correlates with the structural com-
plexity of the background has in fact been ob-
served to influence the time needed in visual
search tasks [337].

Figure 6: Example of possible segmentation
results for a static image, different windows
shows segmentation happening at different lev-
els of detail but the they are consistent with
each other (adapted from [9]).

Biological vision solution Evidence from
neuroscience suggests that the visual system
uses segmentation strategies based on identi-
fying discontinuities and grouping them into
contours and boundaries. Such processes op-
erate mainly in a feedforward fashion and au-
tomatic, utilizing early and intermediate-level
stages in visual cortex. In a nutshell, contrast
and contour detection is quickly accomplished
and is already represented at early stages in the
visual cortical hierarchy, namely areas V1 and
V2. The assignment of task-relevant segments
happens to occur after a slight temporal delay
and involves a recurrent flow of lateral and feed-
back processes [281, 267, 270]. Such dynamical
process, called re-entry [80], recursively links
representations distributed over different levels.
Mechanisms of lateral integration, although
slower in processing speed, seem to further sup-
port intra-cortical grouping [151, 150, 105]. In
addition, surface segregation is reflected in a
later temporal processing phase but is also evi-
dent in low levels of the cortical hierarchy, sug-
gesting that recurrent processing between dif-

ferent cortical stages is involved in generating
neural surface representations. Once boundary
groupings are established surface related mech-
anisms ”paint”, or tag, task-relevant elements
within bounded regions. The feature dimen-
sions used in such grouping operations are, e.g.,
local contour orientations defined by luminance
contrasts, direction and speed of motion, color
hue contrasts, or texture orientation gradients.
Sketched above, counter-stream interactive sig-
nal flow [316] imposes a temporal signature on
responses in which after a delay a late amplifi-
cation signal serves to tag those local responses
that belong to a region (surrounded by con-
trasts) which has been selected as a figure [165]
(see also [269]).

The grouping of visual elements into contours
appears to follow the Gestalt rules of perceptual
organization [160].

Grouping has also studied in accordance to
the ecological validity of such rules as they ap-
pear to be embedded in the statistics of nat-
ural scenes [45]. Mechanisms that entail con-
tour groupings are implemented in the struc-
ture of supragranular horizontal connections in
area V1 in which oriented cells preferentially
contact like-oriented cells that are located along
the orientation axes defined by a selected target
neuron [151, 35]. Such long-range connections
form the basis for the Gestalt concept of good
continuation and might reflect the physiologi-
cal substrate of the association field, a figure-
eight shaped zone of facilitatory coupling of
orientation selective input and perceptual in-
tegration into contour segments [92, 100, 113].
Recent evidence suggests that the perceptual
performance of visual contour grouping can be
improved by mechanisms of perceptual learn-
ing [175].

Once contours have been formed they need
to be labeled in accordance to their scene prop-
erties. In case of a surface partially occlud-
ing more distant scenic parts the border own-
ership (BOwn) or surface belongingness
can be assigned to the boundary [160]. A neu-
ral correlate of such a mechanism has been
identified at different cortical stages along the
ventral pathway, such as V1, V2 and V4 ar-
eas [16, 345, 228]. The dynamics of the gen-
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eration of the BOwn signals may be explained
by feedforward, recurrent lateral and feedback
mechanisms (for an overview, see [333]). The
time course of the neuronal responses encoding
invariance against different figural sizes argues
for a dominant role of feedback signals when
dynamically establishing the proper BOwn as-
signment. Grouping cells have been postu-
lated that integrate (undirected) boundary sig-
nals over a given radius and enhance those
configurations that define locally convex shape
fragments. Such fragments are in turn en-
hanced via a recurrent feedback cycle so that
closed shape representations can be established
rapidly through the convexity in closed bound-
ing contours [345]. Neural representations of
localized features composed of multiple orien-
tations may further influence this integration
process, although this is not firmly established
yet [8]. BOwn assignment serves as a prereq-
uisite of figure-ground segregation. The tem-
poral dynamics of cell responses at early corti-
cal stages suggest that mechanisms exist that
(i) decide about ownership direction and (ii)
subsequently enhance regions (at the interior of
the outline boundaries) by spreading a neural
tagging, or labeling, signal that is initiated by
the region boundary [272] (compare the discus-
sion in [333]). Such a late enhancement through
response modulation of region components oc-
curs for different features, such as oriented tex-
ture [166] or motion signals [269], and is medi-
ated by recurrent processes of feedback from
higher levels in the cortical hierarchy. It is,
however, not clear whether a spreading pro-
cess for region tagging is a basis for generat-
ing invariant neural surface representations in
all cases. All experimental investigations have
been conducted for input that leads to signifi-
cant initial stimulus responses while structure-
less homogeneous regions (e.g., a homogeneous
colored wall) may lead to void spaces in the
neuronal representation that may not be filled
explicitly by the cortical processing (compare
the discussion in [236]).

Yet another level of visual segmentation op-
erates upon the initial grouping representa-
tions, those base groupings that happen to be
processed effortlessly as outlined above. How-

ever, the analysis of complex relationships sur-
passes the capacities of the human visual pro-
cessor which necessitates serial staging of some
higher-level grouping and segmentation mecha-
nisms to form incremental task-related group-
ings. In this mainly sequential operational
mode visual routines establish properties and
relations of particular scene items [315]. The
elemental operations of such routines are, e.g.,
shifting the processing focus (related to atten-
tional selection), indexing (to select a target
location), coloring (to label homogeneous re-
gion elements), and boundary tracing (deter-
mining whether a contour is open or closed and
whether items belong to the contour). For ex-
ample, in boundary tracing tasks a neural sig-
nal propagates along prototypical groupings to
tag those elements that define task-relevant seg-
ment. Such tagging is implemented by a lat-
eral spreading mechanism as evident by mono-
tonically increasing delays of such modulatory
labelings with increasing distances of elements
along the perceptual entity (curve or bound-
ary) [147, 270]. Maintenance operations then
interface such elemental operations into se-
quences to compose visual routines for solving
more complex tasks, like in a sequential com-
puter program. Such cognitive operations are
implemented in cortex by networks of neurons
that span several cortical areas [271]. The ex-
ecution time of visual cortical routines reflects
the sequential composition of such task-specific
elemental neural operations tracing the signa-
ture of neural responses to a stimulus [168, 271].

Comparison with computer vision solu-
tions Segmentation as an intermediate level
process in computational vision is often char-
acterized as one of agglomerating, or cluster-
ing, picture elements to arrive at an abstract
description of the regions in a scene [232]. It
can also be viewed as a preprocessing step for
object detection/recognition. It is not very
surprising to see that even in computer vi-
sion earlier attempts were drawn towards sin-
gle aspects of the segmentation like edge de-
tection [49, 193, 178] or grouping homogeneous
regions by clustering [62, 63]. The performance
limitations of both these approaches indepen-
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dently have led to the emergence of solutions
that relook at the problem as a juxtaposition
of both edge detection and homogeneous region
grouping with implicit consideration for scale.
The review paper by [94] presents various ap-
proaches that attempted in merging edge based
information and clustering based information
in a sequential or parallel manner. The state
of the art techniques that are successful in for-
mulating the combined approach are variants of
graph cuts [290], active contours [55], and level
sets. At the bottom of all such approaches is
the definition of an optimization scheme that
seeks to find a solution under constraints such
as, e.g., smoothness or minimizing a measure of
total energy. These approaches are much bet-
ter in terms of meeting human defined ground
truth compared to simpler variants involving
discontinuity detection or clustering alone.

A major challenge is still how to compare
the validity and the quality of segmentation
approaches. Recent attempts emphasize to
compare the computational results - from op-
erations on different scales - with the results
of hand-drawn segmentations by human sub-
jects [9, 93]. These approaches suggest possible
measures in judging the quality of automatic
segmentation given that ground truth data is
missing. However, the human segmentation
data does not elucidate the mechanisms under-
lying the processes to arrive at such partitions.
Instead of a global partitioning of the visual
scene, the visual system seems to adopt dif-
ferent strategies of computation to arrive at a
meaningful segmentation of figural items. The
grouping of elements into coherent form is in-
stantiated by selectively enhancing the activ-
ity of neurons that represent the target region
via a modulatory input from higher cortical
stages [165, 167]. The notion of feedback to
contribute in the segmentation of visual scenes
has been elucidated above. Recent computer
vision algorithms begin to make use of such re-
current mechanisms as well. For example, since
bottom-up data-driven segmentation is usually
incomplete and ambiguous the use of higher-
level representations might help to validate ini-
tial instances and further stabilize their repre-
sentation [317, 32]. Along this line, top-down

signaling applies previously acquired informa-
tion about object shape ( e.g., through learn-
ing), making use of the discriminative power of
fragments of intermediate size, and combines
this information with a hierarchy of initial seg-
ments [318]. Combined contour and region pro-
cessing mechanisms have also been suggested
to guide the segmentation. In [9] multi-scale
boundaries are extracted which later prune
the contours in a watershed region-filling al-
gorithm. Algorithms of figure-ground segrega-
tion and border-ownership computation have
been developed for computer vision applica-
tions to operate under realistic imaging condi-
tions [298, 301]. These were designed to solve
tasks like shape detection against structured
background and for video editing.

Promising bio-inspired solutions Numer-
ous models that account for mechanisms of con-
tour grouping have been proposed to linking
orientation selective cells [113, 116, 176]. The
rules of mutual support utilize a similarity met-
ric in the space-orientation domain giving rise
to a compatibility, or relatability, measure [153]
(see [221] for an overview of generic principles
and a taxonomy). Such principles migrated
into computer vision approaches [233, 118, 162]
and, in turn, provided new challenges for exper-
imental investigations [291, 25]2.

As outlined above, figure-ground segregation
in biological vision segments an image or tem-
poral sequence by boundary detection and inte-
gration followed by assigning border ownership
direction and then tagging the figural compo-
nent in the interior of a circumscribed region.
Evidence suggests that region segmentation by
tagging the items which belong to extended re-
gions involves feedback processing from higher
stages in the cortical hierarchy [281]. Grossberg
and colleagues proposed the FACADE theory
(form-and-color-and-depth, [113, 110, 111]) to
account for a large body of experimental data,
including figure-ground segregation and 3D sur-

2 The investigation of structural connectivities in
high dimensional feature spaces and their mapping onto
a low-dimensional manifold lead to define a "neuroge-
ometry" and the basic underlying mathematical princi-
ples of such structural principles [40, 240].
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face perception. In a nutshell, the model ar-
chitecture consists of mutually coupled sub-
systems, each one operating in a complemen-
tary fashion [112]. A boundary contour system
(BCS) for edge grouping is complemented by
a feature contour system (FCS) which supple-
ments edge grouping by allowing feature qual-
ities, such as brightness, color, or depth, to
spread within bounded compartments gener-
ated by the BCS. Such a mechanism is proposed
to also facilitate the assignment of figural sides
to boundaries. BOwn computation has been
incorporated in computer vision algorithms to
segregate figure and background regions in nat-
ural images or scenes [258, 131, 301]. Such
approaches use local configurations of familiar
shapes and integrate these via global proba-
bilistic models to enforce consistency of con-
tour and junction configurations [258] of learn-
ing of templates from ensembles of image cues
to depth and occlusion [131].

Feedback mechanisms as they are discussed
above allow to build robust boundary repre-
sentations such that junctions may be rein-
terpreted based on global context informa-
tion. The hierarchical processing of shape
from curvature information in contour config-
urations [266] can be combined with evidence
for semi-global convex fragments or global con-
vex configurations [67]. Such activity is fed
back to earlier stages of representation to prop-
agate contextual evidences and quickly build
robust object representations separated from
the background. A first step towards combining
such stage-wise processing capacities and inte-
grating them with feedback that modulates ac-
tivities in distributed representations at earlier
stages of processing has been suggested in [309].
The step towards processing complex scenes
from unconstrained camera images, however,
still needs to be further investigated.

4.3 Optical flow

Task definition Estimating optical flow
refers to assignment of 2-D vectors at sample
locations of the visual image in order to de-
scribe their displacements within the sensor’s
frame of reference using the change of struc-

tured light in the retinal or camera images.
This displacement vector field constitutes the
image flow representing apparent 2-D motions
resultant of their 3-D velocities being projected
onto the sensor [325, 326]. Such 2-D motions
are observable only at intensity variations (and
are thus contrast dependent) as a consequence
of the relative change between an observer (eye
or camera) and the surfaces or objects in a vi-
sual scene.

Core challenges Achieving a robust estima-
tion of optical flow faces several challenges.
First of all, visual system has to establish form
based correspondences across temporal domain
despite motion induced geometric and photo-
metric distortions. Second, velocity space has
to be optimally sampled and represented to
achieve robust and energy efficient estimation.
Third, the accuracy and reliability of the veloc-
ity estimation is dependent on the local struc-
ture/form but the visual system must achieve
a form independent velocity estimation. Dif-
ficulties arise from the fact that any local mo-
tion computation faces different sources of noise
and ambiguities, such as for instance the aper-
ture problem. Therefore, estimating optical
flow requires to resolve these local ambigui-
ties from the estimation process by integrating
different local motion signals while still main-
taining segregated those that belong to differ-
ent surfaces or objects of the visual scene (see
Fig. 7(a)). In other words, image motion com-
putation faces two opposite goals when com-
puting objet global motion, integration and
segmentation [37]. As already emphasised in
sec. 4.2, any computational machinery should
be able to keep segregated the different sur-
face/object motions as one goal of motion pro-
cessing is to estimate accurately the speed and
direction of each of them to be able to track,
capture or avoid one or several of them. Fourth,
the visual system has to be able to deal with
complex scenes full of occlusions, transparen-
cies or non-rigid motion. This is well illus-
trated by the transparency case. Since opti-
cal flow is a projection of 3D displacements in
the world, some situations yield to perceptual
(semi-) transparency [203]. In videos, several
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Core challenges in motion estima-
tion: (a) This snapshot of a moving scenes il-
lustrates several ideas discussed in the text: in-
set with the blue box shows the local ambiguity
of motion estimation while the yellow boundary
shows how segmentation and motion estimation
are related. (b) Transparent motion example
coming from an image of X-ray exam yielding
a situation of transparency (from [12]).

causes have been identified, such as reflections,
phantom special effects, dissolve effects for a
gradual shot change and medical imaging such
as X-rays (for example see Fig. 7(b)). All of
these exemple raise serious problems to current
computer vision algorithms.

Herein, we will focus on four main com-
putational strategies used by biological sys-
tems for dealing with aforementioned prob-
lems and could inspire the design of computer
vision algorithms. First is Motion energy
estimation by which the visual system esti-
mates a contrast dependent measure of transla-
tions in order to indirectly establish correspon-
dences. Second is Local velocity estimation.
These contrast dependent motion energy fea-
tures must be combined to achieve a contrast
invariant local velocity estimation after denois-
ing the dynamical inputs and resolving local
ambiguities by integrating local form and mo-
tion cues. The third challenge concerns the
global motion estimation of each indepen-
dent object, regardless its shape or appearance.
Fourth, distributed multiplexed represen-
tations must be used by both natural and arti-
ficial systems to segment cluttered scenes, han-
dle multiple/transparent surfaces, and encode
depth ordering to achieve 3D motion percep-
tion and goal-oriented decoding.

Biological vision solution In Fig. 3, we
have already sketched the backbone of the cor-
tical motion stream and its recurrent interac-
tions with both area V1 and the form stream.
This figure illustrates the advantages and limits
of the deep hierarchical model. We will discuss
some recent data about the neuronal dynamics
of these areas in regards with the four chal-
lenges of optic flow processing.

As said above, the classical view of the corti-
cal motion pathway is a feedforward cascade of
cortical areas spanning from the occipital (V1)
to the parietal (VIP, area 7) lobes, forming the
skeleton of the dorsal stream. Areas MT and
MST are located in the deep of the superior
temporal sulcus and are seen as a pivotal hub
for both object motion and self-motion (for re-
views see, e.g., [230, 38, 231]). This motion
pathway is extremely fast, with the informa-
tion flowing in less that 20ms from the primary
visual area to the frontal cortices and brain-
stem structures underlying visuomotor trans-
formations (see for reviews, [168, 46, 200, 179])
. Such high processing speed originates from
the Magnocellular retino-geniculo-cortical in-
put to area V1.This input carries low spatial
and high temporal frequencies luminance in-
formation with high contrast sensitivity (i.e.
high contrast gain). This cortical input to
layer 4β projects directly to the extra striate
area MT, also called the cortical motion area.
The fact that this feedforward stream by-passes
the classical recurrent circuit between area V1
cortical layers is attractive for several reasons.
First, it implements a fast, feedforward hierar-
chy fitting the classical two-stage motion pro-
cessing model (e.g., [215, 129]) where V1 neu-
rones sense local motion direction and MT cells
integrate them to extract pattern motion speed
and direction . The next stage, area MST can
then extracts object-motion through small re-
ceptive fields (area MSTl) or optic flow pat-
tern (e.g. rotation, expansion...) covering some
very large receptive fields of MSTd neurones
(see (see [230] for an exhaustive review). Sec-
ond, it illustrates the fact that built-in, fast
and highly specific modules of visual informa-
tion have conserved through evolution to sub-
serve automatic, behaviour-oriented visual pro-
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cessing (for reviews, e.g. [200, 75, 34]. Third,
this scheme is a good example of a canoni-
cal circuit that implements a sequence of ba-
sic computations such as spatio-temporal filter-
ing, gain control and normalisation at increas-
ing spatial scales (e.g. [277]). The final stages
of these bio-inspired models consist in popu-
lation of neurones broadly selective for trans-
lation speed and direction (e.g., [292, 235]) as
well as more complex optical flow patterns (for
recent examples see e.g., [108, 170]) .

This feedforward architecture, and the phys-
iological properties of motion selective cells at
each stage have been highly influential when
promoting the dominant hierarchical frame-
work of biological and computer vision. For
instance, direction-selective cells in area V1
are best described as spatio-temporal filters
that can extract motion energy along the di-
rection orthogonal to the luminance gradient
[83, 64, 188]. These filters are integrated to
compute local motion direction and speed by
MT neurons. Such integration allows extract-
ing motion signals embedded in noise with
high precision, normalizing its through centre-
surround interactions and solving the aper-
ture problem. Thus, speed and motion di-
rection selectivities at single-cell and popula-
tion levels become largely independent upon
the contrast or the shape of the moving inputs
[38, 33, 230]. Further integrating MT output
within the same coarse retinotopic representa-
tion allows to build template motion detectors
and to solve difficult problems such as optic flow
computation, object motion tracking or head-
ing estimation [230].

Ones could therefore think that biology has
indeed provided computational neuroscience
and computer vision with a robust set of al-
gorithms and implementation rules so that bio-
inspired algorithms can match the best com-
puter vision solutions for estimating motion.
However, the dominant feedforward, two-stage
motion framework has lead to several oversim-
plification that can hinder the emergence of
more versatile and robust solutions. We briefly
review some novel biological facts that per-
tain to each of our four computational prob-
lems. First, the Motion energy estima-

tion through a set of spatio-temporal filters
have been recently re-evaluated to account for
the neuronal responses to complex dynamical
textures and natural images. When presented
with rich, naturalistic inputs, responses of both
V1 complex cells and MT pattern-motion neu-
rones become more selective (i.e. their tuning is
sharper, e.g. [250, 101]), sparser (e.g. [327] and
more precise (e.g. [20]). These improvements
could be explain by a more complex sampling of
inputs, through a set of adaptive and weighted
filters that optimally sample the spatiotempo-
ral frequency plane (e.g. [224]). The diversity of
centre-surround interactions in both areas V1
and MT would most certainly also contribute
to these nonlinearities (e.g., [71]). The diver-
sity of excitatory and inhibitory inputs can also
explains how the aperture problem is dynami-
cally solved by MT neurones presented not only
with plaid patterns [277] but also with single
elongated bars or barber poles [312]). Thus,
local velocity estimation in V1 or MT cells
that are selective to 2D motion direction would
rely on a complex, context-dependent integra-
tion of motion signals extracted at multiple spa-
tial and temporal scales. Moreover, the role of
non-luminance based cues, such as local 2D fea-
tures or second-order motion signals shall most
certainly be taken into account to further refine
speed and direction estimates of a single ob-
ject [312]. Finally, the role of feedback in this
context-dependent integration of local motion
has been demonstrated by computational stud-
ies (e.g., [22, 21]) and is now addressed at phys-
iological level despite the considerable technical
difficulties (see [70] for a review). Overall, sev-
eral computational studies have shown the im-
portance of the adaptive normalisation of spa-
tiotemporal filters for motion perception ([293],
illustrating how a generic computation (nor-
malisation) can be adaptively tuned to match
the requirement of different behaviours.

Recent physiological works have also shown
how the feedforward backbone of global mo-
tion integration must be enriched to better
explain several of each features. Figure 3 illus-
trate these different aspects, from a functional
connectivity and a computational perspective.
A first aspect is the richness of centre-surround
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interactions, in both retinotopic, direction and
speed domains. These properties are important
to encode optic flow patterns (e.g. [209]) and bi-
ological motion [86, 85]. They involve both the
classical convergence of projections from one
step to the next but also the dense network of
lateral interactions within V1 as well as within
each extra-striate areas. These lateral inter-
actions implement long-distance normalisation,
seen as centre-surround interactions at popula-
tion level [260] as well as feature grouping be-
tween distant elements [104]. These intra- et
inter-cortical areas interactions can support a
second important aspect of motion integration:
motion diffusion. In particular, anisotropic dif-
fusion of local motion information can play a
critical role in global motion integration by
propagating reliable local motion signals within
the retinotopic map [308]. The exact neural
implementation of these mechanisms is yet un-
known but modern tools will soon allow to im-
age, and manipulate, the dynamics of these lat-
eral interactions.

Global motion integration is only one
side of the coin. As pointed out by Oliver Brad-
dick [37], motion integration and segmentation
works hand-to-hand to selectively group the lo-
cal motion signals that belong to different sur-
faces. For instance, some MT neurones inte-
grate motion signals within their receptive field
only if they belong to the same contour [134]
or surface [299]. They can also filter out mo-
tion within the receptive when it does not be-
long to the same surface [295, 299], a first
step for representing motion transparency or
structure-from-motion in area MT [117]. The
fact that MT neurons for instance can adap-
tively integrate local motion signals, and ex-
plain away other is strongly related to the fact
that motion sensitive cells are most often em-
bedded in distributed multiplexed repre-
sentations. Indeed, most direction-selective
cells are also sensitive to binocular disparity
(e.g. [73, 169, 252, 294]), eye/head motion
(e.g.[214]) and dynamical perspective cues [154]
in order to filter out motion signals from out-
side the plane of fixation or to disambiguate
motion parallax. Thus, ones want to consider
depth and motion processing as two intricate

problems allowing the brain to compute objects
motion in 3D space rather than in 2D space.

Depth-motion interaction is only one exam-
ple that the motion pathway receives and inte-
grates visual cues from different modules [229].
This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where form cues can
be extracted in areas V2 and V4 and fetch to
area MT. Information about the spatial organ-
isation of the scene using boundaries, colours,
shapes might then be used to further refine
the fast and coarse estimate of the optic flow
that emerges from the V1-MT-MST backbone
of the hierarchy. Ones could illustrate this
with a classical pitfalls of the feedforward model
where information is gathered over larger and
larger receptive fields. One penalty is that ob-
ject boundaries and form are strongly blurred.
Thus, the large receptive fields of MT and MST
neurones can be useful for tracking large objects
with the eyes, or avoiding approaching ones,
but they certainly lower the spatial resolution
of the estimated optic flow field, in contrast
with the sharp, crystal-like perception that we
have of the moving scene. Mixing different spa-
tial scales through recurrent connectivity be-
tween cortical areas is one solution [70]. Con-
straining the diffusion of motion information
along edges or within surface boundaries in cer-
tainly another as shown for texture-ground seg-
mentation [283]. Such form-based representa-
tions play a significant role in disambiguation
of motion information [99, 202, 201, 128]. It
could also play a role in setting the balance be-
tween motion integration and segmentation dy-
namics, as illustrated in Figure 3b.

We have mentioned above how a large fam-
ily of bio-inspired models have been proposed
to deal with these separate aspects of optic
flow estimation. A first step is to achieve
a form-independent representation of velocity
from the spatio-temporal responses arriving
from V1. A dominant computational model
was proposed by Heeger and Simoncelli [292],
where a linear combination of afferent inputs
from V1 is followed by a non linear operation
known as untuned divisive normalization. This
model, and it subsequent developments (e.g.
[277, 224, 293] was shown to replicate a va-
riety of observations from physiology to psy-
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chophysics using stimuli such as drifting grating
and plaids. Even though these models partially
solve the problem of estimating velocity locally
when 2D cues are present, they cannot resolve
ambiguities in regions without any 2D cues be-
cause of the absence of diffusion mechanisms.
Moreover, normalization and integration prop-
erties are static, explaining in part that they do
not perform well on dynamical natural movies.
Feedback signals from and to MT (the latter
from higher stages, such as MST) could play a
key role in reducing these ambiguities and one
such model describing these interactions was
proposed by [21]. An extended model of V1-
MT-MST interaction that uses center-surround
competition in velocity space was later pre-
sented by [256], showing good optic flow com-
putations in the presence of transparent mo-
tion. These feedback and lateral interactions
primarily play the role of context dependent
diffusion operators that spread the most re-
liable information throughout ambiguous re-
gions. Such diffusion mechanism can be gated
to generate anisotropic propagation, taking ad-
vantage of local form information [308, 24]. An
attempt at utilising these distributed represen-
tation for integrating both optic flow estima-
tion and segmentation was proposed in [226].
The same model explored the role of learning in
establishing the best V1 representation of mo-
tion information, although this approach was
largely ignored in optic flow models contrary
to object categorisation for instance.

Comparison with computer vision so-
lutions The vast majority of computer vi-
sion solutions for optical flow estimation can
be splitted into four major computational ap-
proaches (see [300] for a recent review). First,
a constancy assumption deals with correspon-
dence problem, assuming that brightness or
color is constant across adjacent frames and
assigning a cost function in case of deviation.
Second, the reliability of the matching assump-
tionis optimized using priors or a regulariza-
tion to deal with aperture problem. Both of
these solutions pose the probkems as an en-
ergy function and optical flow itself is treated
as a energy minimization. Interestingly, a lot

of recent research has been done in this area,
always pushing further the limits of the state-
of-the-art. This research field has put a strong
emphasis on performance as a criterion to se-
lect novel approaches and sophisticated bench-
marks have been developed. Since the early
initiatives along this framework [18], current
benchmarks now cover a much wider variety of
problems at hand. Popular examples are the
Middleburry flow evaluation [14] and, more re-
cently the Sintel flow evaluation [47]. The later
has important features which are not present
in the Middlebury benchmark: long sequences,
large motions, specular reflections, motion blur,
defocus blur, and atmospheric effects.

Initial motion detection is an example where
biological and computer vision research have
already converged. The correlation detector
proposed by Hassenstein and Reichardt [119]
serves as a reference for a velocity sensitive
mechanisms to find correspondences of visual
structure at image locations in consecutive tem-
poral samples. Formal equivalence of correla-
tion detection with a multi-stage motion energy
filtering has been demonstrated [2]. There are
now several examples of spatiotemporal filter-
ing models that are used to extract motion en-
ergy across different scales. Initial motion de-
tection is ambiguous since motion can locally
be measured only orthogonal to an extended
contrast (aperture problem), while this ambigu-
ity can be resolved at localized image features,
such as corners or junctions from nonoccluding
configurations. In computer vision, the formu-
lation of the aperture problem largely depends
on the local motion estimation. For example
in the local gradient-based formulation, it be-
comes ill-posed as it any given location, one has
to estimate two variables based on the single
equation and in spatiotemporal energy based
methods, all the spatiotemporal samples lie on
a straight line in frequency space where the task
it to identify a plane that passes through all
of them[38]. Computer vision has dealt with
the problem in two ways: by imposing local
constraints [184] or by posing smoothness con-
strains through penalty terms [132]. More re-
cent approaches are attempted to fuse the two
formulations [44]. The penality term plays a
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key role as a diffusion operator can act isotrop-
ically or anisotropically [11, 30, 280]. A va-
riety of diffusion mechanisms have been pro-
posed so that, e.g., optical flow discontinu-
ities could be preserved depending on veloc-
ity field variations or image structures. All
these mechanisms have demonstrated power-
ful results regarding the successful operation in
complex scenes. Computational neurosciences
models also tend to rely on diffusion mecha-
nisms too, but they differ in their formulation.
A first difference stems from the fact that lo-
cal motion estimation is primarily based on the
spatio-temporal energy estimation. Second, the
representation is distributed, allowing multi-
ple velocities at the same location, thus deal-
ing with layered/transparent motion. Diffusion
operator is also gated based on the local form
cues also relying on the uncertainty estimate
which could possibly be computed using the
distributed representation [226].

Promising bio-inspired solutions Bio-
inspired models of motion integration tend to
use more form-motion interactions for disam-
biguating information and this should be fur-
ther exploited in computer vision models. Fu-
ture research will have to integrate the growing
knowledge about how diffusion process, form-
motion interaction and multiplexing of different
cues are implemented and impact global mo-
tion computation [313, 255, 149]. Despite the
similarities in the biological and artificial ap-
proaces to solve optical flow computation, it is
important to note that there is only little in-
teraction happening between computer vision
engineers and biological vision modellers. One
reason might be that biological models have not
been rigorously tested on regular computer vi-
sion datasets and are therefore considered as
specifically confined to laboratory conditions
only. It would thus be very interesting to evalu-
ate models such as [307, 42, 22] to identify com-
plementary strengths and weaknesses in order
to find converging lines of research investiga-
tions.

Some elements of the mechanisms discussed
above have already been incorporated in the
specification of computer vision models, for ex-

Figure 8: Example of results obtained with
the approach called Adaptive Motion Pooling
and Diffusion (AMPD) for two classical videos:
(a) Yosemite and (b) Rubberwhale from Mid-
dlebury dataset. AMPD is an extension of the
feedforward spatio-temporal filter based model
by Heeger and Simoncelli (HS) [292] model in-
corporating contrast adaptation, adaptive af-
ferent pooling and MT diffusion dependent
upon the local 2D image structure.

ample at early motion detection stage [122].
The solution proposed by [331] uses a regu-
larization scheme that considers different tem-
poral scales, namely a regular motion mech-
anism (using short exposure frames) as well
as a slowly integrating representation (using
long exposure frames), the latter resembling
the form pathway in the primate visual sys-
tem [284]. The goal there was to reduce in-
herent uncertainty in the input [187].
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5 Discussion

In Sect. 4 we revisited three computer vision
tasks and discussed strategies that seemed to be
used by biological vision systems to solve these
tasks. Table 1 and 2 provide a concise sum-
mary of models and biological data respectively
for each task. From this analysis, we identified
three major ways using which studies from bi-
ological vision could be leveraged to advance
computer vision algorithms.

5.1 Structural principles that re-
late to function

Studies in biological vision reveal structural
regularities in various regions of the visual cor-
tex, such as hierarchical organization of pro-
cessing with response selectivities becoming
more and more selective with the levels in the
hierarchy. At the same time, the convergence
or input integration from spatial positions is
getting larger. The potential for using deep
feedforward architectures for computer vision
has recently been discussed by [163]. However,
such principles of bottom-up cascading should
be combined with those of lateral integration of
activations and massive feedback from higher
stages in the processing hierarchy. In this sec-
tion we would like to emphasize the role of lat-
eral interaction and feedback processing, which
have been less explored in computer vision.

Neural systems are found to exhibit very rich
dynamic response behavior which can be at-
tributed to contextual modulation of individ-
ual responses. It has been known long before
that the visual system’s information process-
ing changes adaptively depending on the task.
Lateral interactions are one of the core princi-
ples at the roots of such context-driven changes
in the response gain. For example, the lat-
eral integration of responses to oriented con-
trast input (which is most prominent in the
superficial layers in cortical area V1 [35]) has
been extensively investigated from the perspec-
tive of contour grouping and integration of lo-
cally related fragments [151]. Another related
principle that might be realized in part by lat-
eral interaction of neural responses is the non-

linear suppression of activities by local context.
For example, the response gain of a single fea-
ture selective cell is reduced when other cells in
the surround outside the receptive field of the
target cell [72, 53, 61] are simulated in paral-
lel. This observation led Carandini and Heeger
to suggest normalization as a canonical princi-
ple in cortical computation, not only for vision
but also for attention, multi-sensory integra-
tion, and decision-making [51]. Several authors
have studied such normalization process from
a theoretical, e.g., statistical whitening, source
separation [186] or from an application-oriented
perspective, e.g., performance increase in recog-
nition schemes [142]. The neural computational
mechanisms that can account for such normal-
ization mechanism are potentially rooted in a
competitive interaction between cells that are
responsive to target features and a large pool
defined over a space-feature domain that acts
divisively on the target activation.

In this survey, we also observed that forward
processing of sensory activity is accompanied
by massive feedback projections of signal path-
ways from higher stages that innervate the rep-
resentations at earlier stages. Along such feed-
back connections different higher order repre-
sentations of activities can be delivered, namely
context that changes the bias of sensory inputs
or attention that aims at biasing the current
feature processing by expectations to increase
the relative importance of features that co-
here with the top-down activations, and generic
knowledge (short-term or long-term) can be in-
corporated in the current processing. Even in
its simplest definition, such feedback my help
to improve the detectability of shapes and ob-
jects in noisy and cluttered environments [249].
Feedback mechanisms seamlessly fit into the
generic processing of bottom-up and top-down
streams such that the emphasis in a represen-
tation can be dynamically shifted and could be
used to allocate the computational resources in
a task- and goal-directed fashion. The func-
tional role feedback signals still remains a mat-
ter of controversy. Different proposals on how
feedback signals affect the driving feedforward
stream are discussed. Two main theoretical
frameworks are the predictor theory and the
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bias-competition theory, both of which received
different support from the experimental liter-
ature [70, 191]. In the predictor theory, the
main processing goal of the feedback stream
is to reduce the residual error between the
bottom-up input features and the top-down
sensory prediction generated by higher levels
of processing [316]. This view is supported by
the theoretical framework of Bayesian inference
and the Kalman filter realization of prediction
and correction mechanisms in feedback process-
ing [254]. Conversely, in the bias-competition
theory the main processing goal of the feed-
back stream is to amplify the gain for those fea-
tures that match the top-down prediction. In a
nutshell, bottom-up signal representations and
top-down predictions would achieve a resonant
state in which the context re-enters the earlier
stages of representation to emphasize their rel-
evance in a larger context [109, 80]. In combi-
nation with the above-mentioned mechanisms
of response normalization based on non-linear
divisive processes the sensory signals that are
enhanced by feedback receive a competitive ad-
vantage yielding to enhanced response patterns.
A corresponding canonical circuit can be found
for example in [43]. Variants of such compu-
tational elements have been utilized in models
by [21, 308] and tested on a set of real-world
images and sequences. Further extensions that
generate context or attention information and
related representations will further improve the
selectivity of such top-down signals and, there-
fore, the resulting enhancements of the sensory
feature representation.

5.2 Data encoding and represen-
tation

Biological systems are found to use several
strategies such as event based sensory process-
ing, distributed multiplexed representation of
sensory inputs and active sensory adaptation to
the environmental conditions in order to pos-
sibly operate in a robust and energy efficient
manner.

Traditionally, video input is captured by
cameras that operate to generate sequences of
frames at a defined rate. The consequence is

that the stream of spatio-temporal scene struc-
ture is regularly sampled at fixed time steps
regardless of the spatio-temporal structure. In
other words, the plenoptic function [1] is sliced
in sheets of image-like representations. The re-
sult of such a strategy is a highly redundant
representation of any constant features in the
scene along the temporal axis. In contrast,
the brain encodes and transmits information
through discrete sparse events and this spik-
ing encoding appears at the very beginning of
visual information processing, i.e., at the retina
level. As discussed in Sect. 4.1, ganglion cells
transmit a sparse asynchronous encoding of the
time varying visual information to LGN and
then cortical areas. This sparse event-based
encoding inspired development of new type of
camera sensors. Some events are registered
whenever changes occur in the spatio-temporal
luminance functions which are represented in
a stream of events, with a location and time
stamp [177, 181, 247]. Apart from the de-
crease in redundancy, the processing speed is
no longer restricted to the frame-rate of the
sensor. Rather, events can be delivered at a
rate that is only limited by the refractory pe-
riod of the sensor elements. Using these sensors
brings massive improvements in terms of effi-
ciency of scene encoding and computer vision
approaches could benefit from such an alterna-
tive representation as demonstrated already on
some isolated tasks.

In terms of representation, examining the
richness of receptive fields of cells from retina
of the visual cortex (such as in V1, MT and
MST) shows that the visual system is almost
always using a distributed representation for
the sensory inputs. Distributed representation
helps the system in a multiplicity of ways: It
allows for an inherent representation for the
uncertainty, it allows for task specific modula-
tion and it could also be useful for representing
the multiplicity of properties such as transpar-
ent/layered motion. Another important obser-
vation to be made is that the visual features
that are encoded since the early stages could
be optimal for carrying out computations re-
lated to multiplicity of tasks in the higher ar-
eas. Thus, taking into account this richness
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of representations could be very helpful to de-
sign systems that could deal with an ensemble
of tasks simultaneously instead of subserving a
single task at a time.

5.3 Psychophysics and human
perceptual performance data

Psychophysical laws and principles which can
explain large amounts of empirical observa-
tions should be further explored and exploited
for designing robust vision algorithms. We-
ber law descriptor proposed in [59] could be
cited as a good example for such an instance.
Human vision dynamically adjusts decision-
boundaries related to changes observed in the
environment. It has been demonstrated that
this adaptation can be achieved dynamically
by non-linear network properties that incorpo-
rate activation transfer functions of sigmoidal
shape [109]. In [59], such a principle has been
adopted to define a robust image descriptor
that adjusts its sensitivity to the overall signal
energy, similar to human sensitivity shifts.

Most of the problems in computer vision are
ill-posed, as observable data is insufficient in
terms of variables to be estimated. In order to
overcome this limitation, biological systems ex-
ploit statistical regularities. The data from hu-
man performance studies either on highly con-
trolled stimuli with careful variations in spe-
cific attributes or large amounts of unstruc-
tured data can be used to identify the statistical
regularities, particularly significant for identi-
fying operational parameter regimes for com-
puter vision algorithms. This strategy is al-
ready being explored in computer vision and is
getting more popular with the introduction of
larges scale internet based labelling tools such
as [276, 328, 314]. Classic examples for this ap-
proach in the case of scene segmentation are ex-
ploration of human marked ground truth data
for static scenes [194] and dynamic scenes [98].

We therefore argue that further investigation
into the front-end interfaces to learning func-
tions of decision-making or separation bound-
aries for classifiers might improve the perfor-
mance level of already developed algorithms or
new augmented versions of it. Emerging work

such as [279] indicates the potential in this
direction. [279] use the human performance er-
rors and difficulties for the task of face detection
to bias the cost function of the svm to get closer
to the strategies that we might be adapting or
trade-offs that our visual systems are banking
on.

6 Conclusion

Computationals models of biological vision aim
at identifying and understanding the strate-
gies used by visual systems to solve ill posed
problems which are often the same as the ones
encountered in computer vision. As a conse-
quence, these models which are actively emerg-
ing could not only shed light into functioning
of biological vision but also provide solutions
to engineering problems tackled by computer
vision. In the past, largely due to the scale at
which brain has been examined, these models
were limited to capture observations at a scale
not directly relevant to solve tasks of interest
for the computer vision community which took
a more task centric approach. Since then, a
great deal of progress has been made by both
communities: biological vision is slowly mov-
ing towards systems level understanding while
computer vision has developed a great deal of
task centric algorithms and datasets enabling
rapid evaluation. At this juncture task cen-
tric algorithmic evaluation remains one of the
major stumbling block for cross fertilization of
ideas between both the domains. Computer vi-
sion engineers often ignore ideas that are not
thoroughly evaluated on established datasets
and modelers often limit themselves to evaluat-
ing highly selected set of stimuli. Reasons why
we are not witnessing studies of emerging com-
putational models of biological vision on stan-
dard datasets might be that computer vision is
not the primary target of the modeler or that
they are not surpassing the state of art perfor-
mance in terms of metrics on computer vision
datasets and thus might be facing rejection on
the grounds of performance. This has detri-
mental effect on both sides: computer vision
engineers might miss out efficient strategies de-
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veloped by biological vision systems and model-
ers might miss out on limitations of their mod-
els on complex real world stimuli. To bridge
this gap, a necessary preliminary step is to con-
duct a systematic task-based evaluation of bi-
ological models on datasets regularly used by
computer vision community which would en-
able us to build on strengths of ideas coming
from both sides of investigation. There is high
need for such kind of studies to be published
keeping aside few performance draw backs of
models to set a strong basis for a new depar-
ture of bio-inspired computer vision.
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Reference Model Application Code

Vanrullen et.al., 2002 [323] Spatial model based on difference-of-Gaussian kernels at
different scales

Object recognition using the idea of latency
coding

#

Benoit et. al., 2010 [28] Spatio-temporal model of retinal parvocellular and mag-
nocellular pathways (also includes a V1 model)

Low level image processing  

Wohrer et.al., 2009 [336] Spiking retina model with contrast gain control (Virtual
Retina)

Comparisons to single cell recordings and
large scale simulations

 

Lorach et.al., 2012, [183] Retina-inspired sensor combining an asynchronous
event-based light sensor (DVS) with a model pulling
nonlinear subunits to reproduce the parallel filtering and
temporal coding of the majority of ganglion cell types

Target artificial visual systems and visual
prosthetic devices

#

S
en

si
n
g

Martinez et.al., 2013, [195] Compiler-based framework with an ad hoc language
allowing to produce accelerated versions of the mod-
els compatible with COTS microprocessors, FPGAs or
GPUs (Retina Studio)

Target visual prosthetic devices #

Parent et.al., 1989 [233] Model of curve detection and boundary grouping using
tangent orientation and local curvature information

Tested on artificial noisy images for curve
evaluation and natural images from different
domains

#

Ren et.al., 2006 [258] Figure-ground assignment to contours in natural images
based on mid-level visual shapes (so-called shapemes)
and global consistency enforcement for contour junctions

Bottom-up figure-ground label assignment
in still images of large data bases with hu-
man ground truth labelings

#

Bornstein et.al., 2008 [32] Model for image segmentation combining bottom-up
processing (to create hierarchies of segmented uniform
regions) with top-down processing (to employ shape
knowledge from prior learning of image fragments)

Tested on data sets with four classes of ob-
jects to demonstrate improved segmentation
and recognition performance

#

Rodriguez et.al., 2012 [265] Computational model of mid-level 2D shape representa-
tion utilizing hierarchical processing with end-stopping
and curvature selective cells

Tested on artificial shape configurations to
replicate experimental findings from neuro-
physiology

#

Azzopardi et.al., 2012 [13] Computational model of center-surround and orienta-
tion selective filtering with nonlinear context-dependent
suppressive modulation and cross-orientation inhibition

Tested on two public data sets of natural
images with contour ground truth labelings

#S
eg
m
en
ta
ti
on

Tschechne, 2014 [309] Recurrent network architecture for distributed multi-
scale shape feature representation, boundary grouping,
and border-ownership direction assignment

Tested on a selection of stimuli from public
data sets

#

Heeger, 1988 [122] Feedforward model based on spatio-temporal motion en-
ergy filters

Used to simulate psychophysical data and
Yosemite sequence

#

Nolan et.al., 1994 [226] Model based on spatio-temporal motion energy filters
with a selection mechanism to deal with occlusions and
transparency

Optical flow estimation, tested on synthetic
images only

#

Grossberg et.al., 2001 [114] Dynamical model representative of interactions between
V1, V2, MT and MST areas

Grouping and optical flow estimation, tested
on synthetic images only

#

Bayerl et.al., 2007 [22] Recurrent model of V1-MT with modulatory feedbacks
and a sparse coding framework for neural motion activ-
ity patterns

Optical flow estimation, tested using several
real world classical videos

#

Tlapale et.al., 2010 [308] Dynamical model representative of V1-MT interactions
and luminosity based motion information diffusion

Optical flow estimation, tested on synthetic
images only

#

Perrone et.al., 2012 [235] Model explaining the speed tuning properties of MST
neurons by afferent pooling from MT

Optical flow estimation,tested on synthetic
and two natural sequences

#

Tschechne et.al., 2014 [310] Model of cortical mechanisms of motion detection using
an asynchronous event-based light sensor (DVS)

Motion estimation with limited testing for
action recognition

#

O
p
ti
ca
l
fl
ow

Solari et.al., 2015 [296] Multi-scale implementation of a feedforward model
based on spatio-temporal motion energy filters inspired
by [122]

Dense optical flow estimation, evaluated on
Middlebury bechmark

 

Table 1: Highlight on models for each of the three tasks considered in Sect. 4. Inria
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Biological mechanism Experimental paper Models

Visual adaptation [152, 304, 287] [126, 335]

Feature detection [152] [126]

Sparse coding [242] [183]

Precision [242] [183]

S
en

si
n
g

Surveys [196, 197] –

Contrast enhancement and
shape representation

[100] [13, 265]

Feature integration and segmen-
tation

[15, 35, 45, 92, 103, 150, 175, 237,
291, 337]

[9, 25, 32, 48, 113, 116, 194, 221]

Border ownership and figure-
ground segregation

[138, 143, 165, 167, 239, 282, 341,
345]

[67, 93, 110, 131, 258, 309]

Continuation and visual routines [147, 153, 161, 246] [120, 257]

S
eg
m
en
ta
ti
on

Surveys [] [28, 65, 127]

Motion energy estimation [] [292, 2]

Local velocity estimation [224, 38, 277] [296, 224]

Global motion integration [134] [235, 308, 22, 114, 226]

Distributed multiplexed repre-
sentations

[136] []

O
p
ti
ca
l
fl
ow

Surveys [231, 215] [36]

Table 2: Summary of the strategies highlighted in the text to solve the different task, showing
where to find more details about the biological mechanisms and which models are using these
strategies.
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